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From the Editor: On Making

On what basis do we make things? \J(e

make things first in order to survive and

bring meaning to existence. Then, mak-
ing becomes a process of production of
artifacts and environments that shapes

lived experience and defines social struc-
tures.

For the nineteenth century architect
Gottfried Semper, the form of artifacts
was generated from the application and

enhancement of the techniques, materi-
als, and conditions-the coefficients-
that determine the process of produc-
tion. 'Style' was "the quintessence of
those qualities of a work of art that
come to the fore when the artist knows
and observes the limitations imposed on
a task by the particular character of all
contributing coefficients and, at the
same time, takes into account and gives

artistic emphasis to everything that,
within these limitations, these contribu-
tory coefficients offer...." Optimizing
laws of necessity provided the basis for
the art of making.

William Morris, believing labor to
be the foundation of human conscious-

Study of principles used in the art of sewing and

weaving, from Der Stil. Gottfried Semper, 1 861.

ness, asserted at the turn of the century
that the unity of mind and hand in craft
production brought meaning to life.
Upholding the "solace of labor," he

fought the advance of technologies that
could not be mastered by individual
artist-craftsmen and the rationalization
of production that he believed would
make exploitation and alienation the

dominant human experience. Meaning-
ful work was necessary to civilization.

\Talter Gropius in the 1920s em-

braced industrialized production and its
capacitl, to produce for broad distribu-
tion and to cultivate a new common
culture-unifying art and technology.
Fearful of losing "the formative thread"
that held together mental and manual
processes in making, Gropius relied on
the creative spirit of the artist linked to
a collaborative process of design to
imbue objects with meaning; they then
were produced by means of the division
of labor he simultaneously embraced
and feared.

With the advent of imagineering
technologies and the growth of the
information industry, individual arti-
facts are widely reproduced in both
image and material form, and meaning
is carried by cultural systems of signifi
cation that obscure the techniques and

materials of production. Experience is
constructed by'hyper-real' fictions and
'virtually-manufactured' truths. In a

rapidly globalizing consumer economy
and culture, the forces driving produc-
tion threaten the survival of civil soci-
ety, and the bases of making are again

brought into question.
Following Semper's theorY, the new

coefficients of production establish the
limitations we are challenged to define
and the potential our 'style' is mandated
to enhance. In this context the authors

4 ArchitectureCalifornia



featured here address contemporary
issues in making, bringing to the fore
present coefficients operating in the
production of daily life experience.
Questions about the relationship of
mind to hand persist, and the search for
understanding of current forces of pro-
duction continues throughout the texts.

Hodgetts and Mitchell challenge us
to rethink the terms of making within
the global cyber-reality of the approach-
ing millennium. Kaliski and Killory each
take on specific problems and opportu-
nities of late capitalist urban life.
Feinberg and Gruber introduce us to
state-of-the-art making in their respec-
tive fields: Feinberg illuminates the pos-
sibilities inherent in the 'new crafrs,
resulting from technology transfer.
Gruber's meticulous documentation
brings new meaning to rhe term 'srudy
model'. Angelil's return ro eighteenth
century scientific thought reminds us of
the place of imagination in technique.

Artists Smith and Irwin discuss rheir
approaches to the artistic production of
built environments. Their differenr per-
spectives on making and the meaning it
engenders enhance our appreciation for
the artist-architect collaboration. Of
special note, Julius Shulman's photo-
graphs of Smith's terrazzo floors at the
Los Angeles Convention Center capture
the'landmark value' the'day' and
'night'maps bring to this public space.

Etcetera begins with an excerpr
from Malecha's Angels in tbe Architec-
ture.lt reminds us that the power of our
artistic vision extends beyond the repre-
sentation of buildings. Klebow's vision,
different in characrer, is equally grand-
taking leadership on rhe furure of rhe
San Francisco Presidio. Photographer
Callis returns to our recurrent theme of
the relationship between nature and
artifice with his photo critique of the
flood control sysrem known as the Los
Angeles River. Nature's powers of ,un-

making' continue to contest our grasp of
laws of necessity.

Nature's forces of 'un-making' take their toll with
the recent Los Angeles earthquake. Photo, Al
Seib, Los Angeles Times.

\X/ith this firsr 1994 edition, Arcbi-
tecture California begins its fourth year
of publication in the successful new
format. Dedicated to providing a forum
for the exchange of ideas among AIACC
members, other architects, other disci-
plines, and the public on issues affecting
architecture in California, the journal
continues to seek reader input in the
form of article submissions, letters,
sketches, and photographs. Engage in a
debate with an arricle you read. Con-
front a difficult topic. The Editorial
Board, which reviews and selects articles
for each edition, wants your ideas-in
words and images.

1994 also marks the 50th anniver-
sary of AIA California Council, and
Architecture California will celebrate
with a special edition in November,
"California at a Crossroads: The Next
Fifty Years." Join us this year in taking
a hard look at where we stand and
where we are going-making things.

Lian Hurst Mann, AIA
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X. THE INFLUENCE OF BUILDING MATERIALS UP,
ON ARCHITECTURE. DELIVERED BEFORE THE ART
W'ORKERS' GUILD AT BARNARD'S INN HALL, LON,
DON. BY W'ILLIAM MORRIS January,tSgz

Iam afraid after all that, though the
subject is a very important one, Yet
there are so many of you Present
who must know all about it, that
youwill find what I have to say is |it,
ile better than commonplace. Still,
vou know there are occasions and
ii*cs when commonplaces have to
be so to say hammered home, and
even those who profess the noble
art of architecture want a certain
sort of moral support in that line;
they know perfeitly wellwhat they
or.rght to do, butve# oft en they fina
th&nselves'in such an awkw"id po,
sition that they cannot do it, owing
no doubt to thi stupidity of their cli,
ents, who aftet all are not so stupid
as they misht be, one may think,
since t{rey eirploythem. Neverthe,
Iess, theii clienti generally are not
educated persons on the subject of
architecture.

Nowthe subject of Material is clear,
Iv the foundation ofarchitecture, &
ferhaps one would not go very far
wrons if one define d architecture as

the ait of building suitably with
suitable material.There are certain,
Iv manv other thines which are
consideied architectuial, & yet not
nearly so intimately and essentially

aPart
atron

r ofarchitectureras a consider,
of material. AIso, it seems to

me, there is one important thing to
be consideredwith reference to mal
terial in architecture at the present
time, when all people are seeking
about for some sort of style. '!?'e

Lnow of course, and there is no use
denvins the fact, that we are in a
o""itd ivhen stvle is a desideratum
i^rhi.h et erybofy is seeking for, &
whichveryfewpeople find; and it
seems to me that nothing is more
Iikely to lead to a really living style
than the consideration, ftrst of all,
as a sine qua non, ofthe suitable use
of mate.ial. In fact, I do not see how
we are to have anythin g but perPet,
ual imitation, cclectic imitation of
this, that, and the other style in the
past, unless we beginwith consider,
ins what material Iies about us, &
how we are to use it, and the way
to build it up in such a form as will
really put ui in the position of be,
ing ir-hitects, alive and practising
to.day, and not merely architects
handins over to a builder and to
builderis men all the difiiculties of
the profession, & only keeping for
ourselves that part of it which can
be learnt in a mechanical and rule,
of,thumb way,

Excerpt from ArcD itecture, Industry, Wealth: Colleaed Papers by William Morris (New York: Longmans,

Green and Co.,19021.
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Rubbing Out The Craft:
Architecture and Fabricarion
in the Ag. of Informarion
Craig Hodgetts, AIA

Someone jokes, "Pretty soon everyone
with four eyes will have a pair of these!"
Someone else responds, "And that will
include everybody!"

. I finger the bridge of the lightweight
Iiquid crystal goggles and watch as 2-b
becomes 3-D, then smile appreciatively
as the raked image of an automobile fills
my view and bursts into a multi-colored
flurry of pistons, valves, and pure inter-
nal combustion.

My student is presenting a thesis-
a virtual shopping mall with elaborate
graphics and a premise designed to infu-
riate those who equate architectural
meaning with physical presence. Why,
he asks, must we expend the enormous
effort required to build a retail complex,
park all those cars, replenish all that
stock, heat and cool the space, guard it,
maintain it, lease it, and market it-lust
to consummate the production cycle?
Isn't there an easier way? Couldn,t one
simply design a virtual space for display
and transactions, pump it out over the
information highway, and let Barry
Diller and his cronies handle the cash
and shipping?

Indeed!
In the same way, we might ask

about the priorities of making other
'stuff in the age of information. Are we,
as architects, to become the guardians
of an arcane tradition, to define our role
in the evolution of the new city solely
in the realm of technical virtuositv? 'W'e

may admire the beauty of an arriy of
fasteners ceremoniously deployed across

the face of a structure, but even the most
obsessive among us can recognize the
widening gulf between a vernacular
which has become increasingly driven by
expedience and the admirable joinery of
an architecture that reflects our passion.

Certainly 'making things' well is
both socially responsible and personally
rewarding, but where is the line drawn?

A new fabric of visible social priori-
ties has imposed a complex, often obsti-
nate network of 'clients' on a profes-
sional system heretofore structured only
to deliver well-crafted buildings for
well-defined goals. The end user, who
generally lacks both voice and motiva-
tion, has been traditionally excluded
from participation. Certainly serious
consideration of the wishes of those
with little or no professional knowledge
would have been unthinkable even a
few decades ago.

Or would it?
Isn't it simply that the spectrum of

desires and diversity of life-styles now
impels each designer to seek our and
articulate the centroid of need as care-
fully as one might have explored the
natural terrain of a hillside in the 'hal-
cyon days' of aristocratic patronage?
'S7hat we as architects make is increas-
ingly a range of decisions that aim to
optimize highly defined consrraints.
Very often, in fact, we expend the lion,s
share of design effort on rhe'solution,
to the puzzling, mostly fractile outlines
of a project's aspects, then skate through
the 'technical' problems of specification

May 1994 7
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and construction. As for the 'finishing'
work, the matters of surface and detail,
it is increasingly difficult for us to attain
any satisfaction without breaking the
ever-shrinking cost-envelope. The craft
turns out to be something no one can
pay for.

!7hat is potentially re-invigorating
is that the means now exist to bring not
only materials and fabrication but the
purpose to which they are dedicated
within the design process. In short, the
potential exists for a redefinition of the
craft of making architecture to include
the craft of making experience itself.

In nineteenth-century England, cast
iron revolutionized the production of
machinery. [t was rigid, easy to cast into
a limitless array of shapes, and far more
accurate than the wood and brass it
replaced. Some engineers saw its value
for erecting large enclosures, and pro-
ceeded to build greenhouses and exhibi-
tion halls. Most architects fixed only
upon its implications for surface. 'S7e

can almost hear them thinking: "'What a
great substitute for terracotta!"

Computers, simulations, and
interactivity are tools that may speed

the production and display of design
products, but are far more significant as

necessary complements to a dramati-
cally expanded, and massively detailed
architectural agenda. The greater the
number of constituencies affected by an

architectural problem, the greater the

demand that solutions be portrayed
convincingly in advance. Garnering
public, private, or institutional support,
or gaining community-based approval
is virtually impossible now without the

most advanced tools of visualization'
Stress on the informed opinion of
Everyman demands more than a gauche

rendering and a site plan: S7hen the
'message' is made so palpable in venues

like advertising, architecture is under
the gun to comply. The architecture of
feed-back, back-talk, and cross-talk has

already been defined.
"Let your fingers do the walking"

was more than a clever advertising
jingle. It forecast what would become
the deep structure of cities such as Los
Angeles, in which information is pro-
cessed, decisions are made, and transac-
tions are consummated on the phone.
And it puts into grim perspective the
hierarchy of nano-seconds, digital gates,

and fibre optics that overlay the tradi-
tional city of stone, metal, wood, and
asphalt. Simultaneous cities such as

this, governed on one hand by the speed

of light, on the other by the squeal of
brakes, are simultaneously infinitely
expandable and multi-centered, acro-
batic and ponderous, spontaneous and
inertial.

\Vhat began as an application of
craft-based knowledge to the enclosure

8 ArchitectureCalifornia
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of space has in effect become a service
profession on the fringe of a vast (cut-
rate) construction industry. lfhat archi-
tects do to redefine priorities now will
determine whether hard-won skills will
find applications above the line, where
decisions are made, or below the line,
where they are simply packaged.

Is it possible to pinpoint the mo-
ment of passage-that is, when the
realm of architectural making re-cali-
brated its trajectory, and formed a new
pact with concept over craft, gray mat-
ter over grout and mute blocks? STasn,t
it 1928, when a young French architect
better known for brash statements than
adherence ro the party line unveiled his
latest salvo: a house, or rather, a pre-
carious collection of planes and spindly
legs he dubbed the Dom-ino, which
embodied the essential elements of
houseness yet brilliantly sidestepped the
conventions of making anything at all?
This thing seemed to imply-did im-
ply-that it didn't matter what it was
made of-that there was a deeper real-
ity than that of the shingles and copings
that were the subject matter for most
architects. His disdain for-and indeed
impatience wirh-the preoccupations of
a craft-based architecture had finallv
found expression in the purely cerebral
world of supporr and platform.

When he declared in Towards a
Netu Architecture that "The architect is
above all an engineer...profile and con-
tour are a pure creation of the mind," it
followed that the intellectually embar-
rassing (and irrefutably material) bricks

die rlre: 065 X 063

and concrete of the Villa Savoye had to
be purged in a campaign to suppress
any evidence of craft or its partner-in-
crime 'honest labor'. It wasn't until the
1950s that such an absolutism found
expression in the United States when a
circle of so-called 'conceptual' artists
including Sol Lewitt, Donald Judd, and
Carl Andre stripped sculpture bare of
figural imagery (even), and suggested
that a box, a grid, or even pavement
possessed the ingredients for artistic
expression. Holding oneself at a pal-
pable distance from the craft of making
took on politicaUaesthetic meaning as
the artist sought to appropriate generic
form, invest it with cultural meaning,

May 1994 9
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scrub off the fingerprints, and walk
away without a trace of dirt under (his)
(her) fingernails.

It was a new role for artists who
had been stigmatized as passionate
Bohemians unable to distinguish be-

tween physical pleasures and artistic
product. It turned the tables on the
conventional, though unstated, celebra-
tion of the artist's labor ("Oh, I wonder
how long it took to do that?" "Oh, I
wonder how he did that?") in propos-
ing that the true artistic act lay in the
creation of intellectual property-and
then in the fierce protection of one's
property rights.

The game played to capacity
houses in New York. Architects like
Peter Eisenman, never far behind,
seized the moment to launch ideas for a

conceptually beautiful-if practically
disadvantaged-series of proiects, and,
in some cases, fully realized proposi-
tions that startled by their brave disre-
gard of worldly phenomena like snow
and ice.

l7hether by accident or design,
Conceptual Art also drove a wedge into
arguments for the nobility of labor
itself, mostly of the Marxist variety,
though both Abe Lincoln All-American
Self Sufficiency and 1930s-Style Ameri-
can Ingenuity had supported similar
theses. From now on, simple labor was
a thing to be avoided at all costs, and
the politics of guilding an upscale ver-
sion, namely the craft-labor of a skilled
artisan, gave way to street-fairs and the
patronage of blue-haired old ladies.

Certainly we cannot dismiss the
simultaneous efforts in Menlo Park and
the.fet Propulsion Laboratory that gave

us the 'wire frame' as a stand-in for the
walls and floors of computer-generated
designs, or the picaresque designers a

few years later who created the frivo-
lous surfaces identified with the
Memphis Group. All of these adven-
tures helped to articulate a single mes-

sage: The manipulation of space and
structure need no longer be dependent
on an exclusive palette of materials, or
even a physical manifestation for there
to be 'architectural meaning'.

Architects, of course, have always
inhabited the virtual environment of the
imagination. Since the beginning, the
three dimensions of even the most banal
structure were first encoded in graffiti
or on linen. The monumental drawings
of Boul6e and Mies and Kahn were
'immersive' in the modern sense-they
only lacked the fitful illumination of the
electron beam. Virtual reality, it would
seem, is only the latest consummation
of our perpetual longings for a poetics
of space. It's not the final bell.

So it is no surprise that architects
who inhabited the fashion curve have
taken to supporting their practice by
the sale of drawings-sketching entice-
ments in a vellum surround rather than
building them on hard rock-or striving
to achieve professional dominance on
the basis of graphic representations.
Such images are easily absorbed, trans-
mitted, and reproduced, and mirabile
dictu, can be consumed and appreciated

l0 Architecture California



fully without the messy circumstances
of excavation, waterproofing, and engi-
neerlng.

After all, if a discerning visual ap-
petite can be satisfied by a stew of mi-
croprocessors juggling the refraction
index of a bunch of mathematicallv
defined surfaces in order ,o r^y-rr^r, 

^perceived journey through time and
space, can any of us (except perhaps
Pevsner, Lynch, Rudolfsky et al.) be so
peevish as to mainrain that it really
matters? Is the ephemeral Information
Superhighway a genuine replacement
part for those heavy concrete ones that
develop potholes, expansion cracks, and
tawdry roadside attractions?

Architects, with the conviction that
physical presence is an inevitable part of
the equation of supply, demand, and
transaction, have been slow to recognize
the impact of communication technol-
ogy on the environment, to identify the
cluster of innovations that define a new
agenda for rhe built environment, and
especially to react.

But what if we begin to speculare
on the potential of an architecture un-
bound by physical constraints? Com-
puters linked to models linked to cutters
linked to quarries linked to distribution
nodes linked to erection mechanisms are
proving that the extravagant curves of
Gehry's design for Disney Hall are not
only plausible, bur rational and even
affordable. Himmelb(l)au proposes
building-size objects fabricated in the
shipyard and delivered whole to a site
on a barge. Is our mission to continue
to elaborate the built world becoming
more and more fractured in our effort
to define the material aspects of a
building's physical presence?

As these processes trickle through
our technical culture, it becomes appar-
ent that formal dexteriry per se is an
unlikely candidate for furure celebrity.
The very do-ability of new-age technol-
ogy, from model-scan to final product,
will inevitably draw it out of the experi-

mental studios of the avant-garde and
deliver it whole to rhe purveyors of the
basics. While superior art will doubtless
retain its prestige and inherent value,
'me-toos' will have the means to pro-
duce less disciplined work with less
effort than ever before and in ever-more
slick formats. Alternatively, if the tech-
nics of construction have been largely
resolved by suppliers (and they have)
then Buckminster Fuller's observation
that the architect of the future would
function as a catalogue buyer is already
a fait accompli.

In either case, the history of archi-
tecture is in for a jolt.

May 1994 17
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Remaking Making
William l. Mitchell

Everyone knows, by now, that designers
can use CAD systems much as writers
use word processors-to get the work
out as quickly and efficiently as possible.

But what isn't so obvious is that digital
technology can fundamentally change
traditional relationships between the
processes of designing, depicting,
prototyping, fabricating, and assembling
works of architecture-and in so doing
can open up new modes of practice and
new ranges of architectural possibilities
for exploration. Consider the following
scenes.

DEsrcNnrc

Rewind to 1969: At that time I was a

very young assistant professor at UCLA.
Just down the hall from the computer
center where I spent most of my time,
some Bolt Beranek and Newman engi-
neers installed a machine that booted up
to become the very first node of
Arpanet-the computer network that
was destined to evolve into the world-
wide Internet. From this utterly incon-
spicuous ground-zero point, digital elec-
tronic interconnectivity expanded explo-
sively to blanket the globe. By December
there were four Arpanet nodes. In April
l97l there were 23; in June 1.974 there
were 52; and in March 1977 there were
111. Soon, cyberspace was busting out
all over; two more important networks,
CSnet (funded by the U.S. National
Science Foundation) and Bitnet (funded
by IBM) began to develop in the early
1980s. A high-speed backbone (NSFnet)
was in place by July 1988; this con-
nected thirteen regional networks scat-
tered across the United States-much as

the interstate highway system linked
local road nerworks-and the whole
loosely organized system became

known as the Internet. During the late

eighties and early nineties more and
more networks connected to the
Internet, and by 1993 it included nearly
two million host computers in more
than 130 countries. In the United States,

by that point, there was one Internet
host for every 250 people.

Fast forward rc March 1994,
where I am typing this text on a com-
puter in my office at MIT: On the same

screen, there is a video window oPen to
the studio upstairs where my students
are working, and there are additional
windows to studios at other universities
in St. Louis, Ithaca (New York),
Vancouver, Hong Kong, and Barcelona.
There is a small video camera on my
desk, so that the students can also see

me at work. We are all interconnected
through the Internet, and the students
in these different locations and time-
zones are working together on a hous-
ing prolect for an area of Shanghai.
Through electronic, digital channels,
the students and their instructors can
exchange CAD models and rendered
images, get answers to queries about
site and program, and engage in discus-
sion and criticism. They are operating
as a virrual design organization-one
that is put together for a particular
project and disbands at the end of it,
that requires no common studio space,

and is held together by high bandwidth
digital telecommunications.

As access to high bandwidth com-
puter networking becomes ubiquitous,
and as the cost of computation contin-

12 Architecture California



Edil fonnection Parlici0ants

ues to drop, electronically supported
virtual design studios will become com-
monplace. They will effectively and
inexpensively link architects, consult-
ants, materials and components suppli-
ers, construction contractors, and
clients. Architecture schools will use
them to keep visiting critics continually
in touch with students through remore
desk crits, and to assemble virtual juries
with geographically scattered members.
The fax machine, the rush to get a pack-
age ready for the last Fedex pickup, and
the red-eye with a roll of drawings will
become quaint relics of the past. Archi-
tects who know how to work in rhis
mode will be able ro compere interna-
tionally, and will be able-on a project-
by-project basis-to put together alli-
ances of specialized expertise from a
worldwide cast of characters. Unique
capabilities and agility in alliance forma-
tion, rather than having a complete
range of services in-house, will become
the key to success.

DEpIct.tNc

The ETH, Zu:-ich: I am seated in a new
architectural simulation theater. In front

Mon I ?:46

of me is a wide video projection screen
which extends almost to the edges of
my peripheral vision. A fast graphics
processor converts a CAD model of an
architectural project into a realtime,
realistically shaded, walk-through ani-
mation. I wear a pair of spectacles with
infrared-synchronized, liquid-crystal
shutters; these allow me to see the simu-
lated scene in vivid stereo. Stereo sound
effects that adjust themselves to the
acoustic properties of the spaces that
we enter are synchronized with the
visual display. I am immersed in elec-
tronically constructed architectural
space.

A simulator laboratory in MIT's
Laboratory for Computer Science: A
graduate student helps me adjusr a
headmounted stereo display, hands me
a pair of earphones, and places my
hand in a force feedback device. I find
myself immersed in a three-dimensional
scene in which I can push objects
around by moving my hand in the force
feedback device. There is simulated
physics; objects feel solid, seem to have
mass and inertia, and are operated
upon by gravity. And they clink and
bang realistically as they bump into
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each other. This is a multi-sensory vir-
tual environment. As I take off the ap-
paratus, the graduate student casually
explains that slight maladjustments of
the equipment can produce painfully
disorienting experiences that cause sus-

ceptible subjects to "blow lunch." I
believe him.

Steve Benton's holography group at
MIT's Media Laboratory: The walls are

hung with large, color holograms that
have been synthesized from CAD mod-
els. But even more impressively, in a
darkened, laser-filled back room, there
is a working prototype of holographic
television. The image is small, but it's
realistic, and it moves.

Beyond the journalistic hype about
virtual reality there is a substantial
amount of serious research into spatial
imaging and simulated environments.
ITith ongoing growth in available com-
puter power, memory, and network
bandwidth, sophisticated simulation
facilities will become increasingly
widely available. Instead of carrying
perspective renderings into conference
rooms and pinning them up on the
walls, designers will send CAD files
through the network to conveniently
situated simulation theaters.

Pnolot-vptNc

The three-dimensional printing labora-
tory in MIT's Department of Mechani-
cal Engineering: I watch as a complex,
computer-controlled machine spreads

successive layers of powder and deposits
tiny droplets of liquid binder to create a

ceramic mold for casting a metal part.
This device is automatically translating
a CAD model into a three-dimensional
prototype in much the same way that a

laser or inkjet printer translates a CAD
model into a printed two-dimensional
drawing; instead of depositing a single,
thin layer of particles on a surface, it
builds up a three-dimensional object
from multiple superimposed layers.

By now, there are many competing
fast prototyping technologies. Stereo-

Iithography systems-which use com-
puter-controlled laser beams to solidify
liquid plastic-were first demonstrated
in 1.987, and are now in fairly wide-
spread practical use. Selective laser sin-
tering systems use computer-controlled
lasers to scan successive layers of heat-
fusible powder. Another technique is to
use a hot roller to laminate thin sheets

of adhesive-coated material onto a stack
of previously processed laminations.
Fused deposition (FDM) modelers squirt
semiliquid thermoplastic material from
a nozzle head, and-like printers that
can deposit different inks to make a
color print--can produce obiects made
from multiple materials. Solid ground
curing and photosolidification tech-
niques use masks, photosensitive materi-
als, and ultraviolet light. Computer-
controlled multi-axis milling machines
and laser cutters work by removing
material rather than depositing it.

'Hard copy' is beginning to take on
a new meaning, Just as laser printers
have become indispensable as a way of
quickly translating drawings from digi-
tal format onto paper, and as fax ma-
chines are used to transmit drawings to
remote locations, so rapid prototyping
devices open up the same possibilities
for three-dimensional models. As the
relevant technologies mature, fast
prototyping devices will become less

cumbersome and expensive and will be

suitable for everyday use by designers. (I
remember when laser printers were rare
and expensive devices.) Imagine sending
a model to a client or consultant not by
packing it in a box, but by 3D fax.

FennlcnrrNc AND AsSEMBLING

Frank Gehry's office, Santa Monica:
The design and construction process has

evolved into one of first hand-building
three-dimensional physical models to
establish and explore design ideas, then
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using three-dimensional digitizers and
CAD systems to convert the physical
models into digital models for more
precise and detailed developmenr, then
using rapid protoryping to 'build back,
physical models to check the design, and
finally using computer-controlled fabri-
cation (CAD/CAM) techniques ro trans-
late digital models into full-scale con-
struction components. Not only is this
efficient, it also allows the use of com-
plex curved-surface geometries that
would otherwise be impractical, and it
facilitates quality control.

Numerically controlled machines
and CAD/CAM techniques have been
widely used in the manufacturing indus-
try for a long time, but until very re-
cently architects were not able to exploit
their potential. Basically, they are analo-
gous to rapid prototyping techniques on
a larger scale and with a wider range of
materials. NC cutting and milling ma-
chines-two-axis, three-axis, five-axis,
and even nine-axis-<an be used to
remove material from sheets of metal
and blocks of stone. Stretch forming,
heat induction bending, and other tech-
niques can be used to translate digitally-
described curved lines and surfaces into
large-scale material form. Automared
deposition devices of various kinds can
be used-like smaller 3D printers-to
build up shapes from layers of materi-
als. All of these techniques can be used
to produce molds for casting. Since the
digital model is used directly to control
the fabrication device, traditional shop
drawings are eliminated. And, of course,
the digital information can be transmir-
ted electronically, through the computer
network, to wherever the required fabri-
cation devices happen to be available.

Techniques of assembly modeling-
as now used extensively in aircraft,
automobile, and ship construction-
allow buildings to be modeled digitally
as three-dimensional assemblies of com-
ponents. Then, on site, these assembly
models can be used to provide more

precise and detailed assembly instruc-
tions than traditional construction
drawings, to drive electronic surveying
and positioning devices for precise
placement of components, and to con-
trol construction robots of various
kinds.

CoNcr-usroN: TuE DEsrcN Sruoro oE
THE FUTURE

The tradition al organization of design
and construction has been structured by
drafting techniques that go back to the
Renaissance, by reproduction and com-
munication technologies that mostly
date from the early industrial era, and
by fabrication and assembly techniques
far less sophisticated than those used in
other industries. But the alliance of
inexpensive electronic computation,
digital telecommunications, simulation
and rapid prototyping technologies, and
computer-controlled fabrication and
assembly techniques transforms the
whole picture. Until now, we have
merely seen automation of aspects of
architectural practice such as produc-
tion drafting and perspective presenra-
tion; in the near future we can expect a
complete restructuring. The design
studio of the future will be electroni-
cally-based, geographically distributed,
able to support agile formation of alli-
ances as needed for particular design
and construction projects, and closely
integrated with computer-controlled
fabrication and assembly capabilities.
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People, Autos, Boats, and Buildings:
Craft and Integrity in Historic
Preservation and Restoration

John D. Feinberg

It's so tantalizing. Along comes a tech-
nology that promises to 'cure' a building
problem associated with deterioration
of historic materials with a low cost,
low maintenance substitute. Often our
tendency is to trust manufacturers and
their product claims, especially for new
construction. However, in building
conservation and historic preservation,
the trust is not implicit, and the philoso-
phy of preservation changes our deci-
sion-making.

The overriding philosophy in pres-
ervation is similar to medicine. Part of
the beginning of the Hippocratic oath
sets a criterion "First, do no harm."
With emerging technologies in historic
preservation, it is easy to simply use the
technology without considering the
harm. The negative effect of the technol-
ogy may take a long time to show up.
Preservation and conservation are fields
in which harm is measured not in hours,
but in decades and centuries.

However, the building preservation
and conservation fields are not alone in
the clash between technology and pres-
ervation. In addition to buildings, we
have seen this challenge in the restora-
tion of boats, automobiles, and to some
degree, in people, as we seek to preserve
the ideal view of our physical beings.

A key aspect of historic preserva-
tion philosophy is integrity and the
concept of integrity is all encompassing.
A building is understood to be historic if
it retains its originality, but it also has
integrity if it remains within the context
that gives it historic meaning. Integrity

also means retention of original form.
Yet, a building may still have integrity if
later additions were done with sensitiv-
ity and harmony, reflecting their own
sense of time and place. And, finally,
integrity relates to materials, and this is
where most of the technological change
has occurred.

Pr.oprt

Advances in medical technology now
allow us to preserve the human body in
a usable condition, making this an inter-
esting analogy to historic building pres-
ervation. Knees and hips are almost
routinely replaced when the originals
are worn out, not with bone and carti-
lage, but with contemporary materials.
Organs from one body can be trans-
planted to another, and if successful,
result in giving life to an otherwise dy-
ing body. How many parts can be

changed before it is a different body?
The essence of this dilemma is repre-
sented by heart transplants. Although
the heart is no more than a mechanical
part, we have viewed it from time im-
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memorial as the reposirory of rhe soul,
the essential being of the body-is the
integrity of the original human altered by
having someone else's heart?

Plastic surgery is another variation
on this dilemma. A body may be made to
appear more youthful, or disfiguring
damage repaired through plastic rurge.y,
but at what point have the essential
character-giving elements been so altered
that integrity is lost?

AuroNrosLrs

If there is one thing in this society that
we seem to understand, it is automobiles.
The value of a historic automobile is
directly related to its integrity. In recent

years, this has led to some interesting
arguments. '$7e have seen convertibles
made from hard tops in order to com-
mand a higher price in the marketplace.
This form change is clearly unaccept-
able. Controversies have also arisen
around details: badges, manufacturers,
plates, and other identification of the
vehicle. Reproductions of many of these
items are currently available in the
marketplace, and a hot topic is whether
these are in fact 'replacement' items, as
we would consider a canvas convertible
top (roof) or tires. While there are mod-
ern tires for virtually every model, tires
in historic configurations are srill made
by contemporary manufacturers in
order to preserve integrity, although
they are certainly understood to be
elemenrs that are replaced as part of the
normal use of the automobile. Even
replacement elements require integrity.

With unlimited color choice now
available, the appropriate color of his-
toric automobiles is the subject of var-
ied opinions. A classic historic automo-
bile may be repainted in a color that
was not original ro thar vehicle, but
that may have been an original used by
the automobile manufacturer. In the
last several years, historic automobile
restoration has begun to respect the
richness of faded colors. The red origi-
nal color of a 1932 Alfa Romeo has
now aged to a dark wine color. Is paint-
ing an automobile to match this faded
color right or better? Does it have more
integrity?

Boars

Perhaps there is no more clear example
of technology crearing major changes
in an industry than in the field of boats.
The material from which the vast ma-
jority of 19th-century boats were made
was wood. For pleasure craft, this trend
continued well into the middle of the
20th century, and only in the latter half
of this century have materials radically
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Atlantic corridor berween Georges
Banks and the Boston fish market, the
need for speed because the first boat
received the highest price, and the
designer's sense of style. It was this
latter sense of style that inspired long
bowsprits during the 1800s. These bow-
sprits caused the death of hundreds of
fishermen and were termed the 'widow
makers'. These same factors generate
form today in all facets of design of
buildings, automobiles, and boats.

The concept of integrity of materi-
als is illustrated by the evolution of
technologies; today many new wood
boats are made with epoxy saturated
wood. Is wood still wood when it's been

saturated with epoxy? Those in the
preservation of wooden boat building
understand this as a primary concern.
.Wood 

that has had its pores saturated
with epoxy is a composite material. Is it
wood, or is it plastic? Because the wood
is the primary character giver, through
its color and grain, we generally tend to
accept the material as wood.

One of the problems of preservation
of historic buildings is how much origi-
nal material must remain for it still to be

considered original? \7hen is originality
lost? The U.S.S. Constitution (Old
Ironsides) is often used as an example of
originality in the discussion of preserva-
tion of buildings. This vessel still retains
its original form, although it may not
retain much, if any, of its original mate-
rial, especially after the current rebuild-
ing. However, the maintenance of
wooden ships requires replacement of

111

&

changed, with fiberglass coming to
dominate the pleasure craft market.
This change from wood to fiberglass
was not always greeted with enthusi-
asm. However, two key forces have
driven the change from wood to fiber-
glass as the dominant hull material for
pleasure boats-lower construction
cost, and lower cost of maintenance.
These are the same driving forces in
buildings.

It is ironic to see fiberglass boats
carefully made to look like wood boats,
including careful detailing of the grain
pattern in the wood. ManY can Prob-
ably agree that this represents no integ-
rity of materials, just a mockerY.

The hull form of working and plea-
sure craft is derived from the boat's
purpose, physical context, market, and
style. The incredible development of the
Gloucester fishing schooners during the
19th century and into the 20th century,
was derived by a need to carry fish to
market as fast as possible, the climatic
conditions of wind and sea in the North

18 Arcbitecture California
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Stoppani Two-Part Marine varnish System. The super high gloss, color rerention, fast application, andhighly durable properties have many potential apprications. Fhoto, onne van der wal. '

planking, ribs, and other parts of the
boat structure as time takes it toll.
Given enough time, all parts become
maintenance items.

!7hat if the ship is taken out of its
context? ufhat if Gloucester fishing
schooners are no longer plying the New
England fishing waters, but are now in
the northwest? What if they are no
longer used for their original purpose?
Are these vessels now so out of context
that they no longer have integrity? Or
should there be different expecrarions
of preservation of context for forms
that were meant to travel, such as auto-
mobiles and boats, than for buildings
that were meant to be rooted. This is
also the adaptive reuse question of
integrity.

Bulonrcs

One of the integrity issues related to
context is that almost anyrhing can be
built anywhere, an exception to which
might be an igloo in the Mohave. A

New England Saltbox is frequently
found in southern climates, where the
large south facing wall is an inappropri-
ate climatic response. Form, abstractid
from climatic context, often has no
rationale.

The integrity of this form can be
preserved, but the overall integrity can
be lost through replacement materials.
Stud-frame structures, covered with
latex-based thin stuccos over foam, may
resemble a stuccoed adobe, but have
lost all integrity of materials. The
'reader' of the building is being fooled.

The available technology of new
materials to replicate old often inspires
the designer to substitute materials for
appearance, however, the same ques-
tion of replacement materials exists in
preservarion of historic buildings. Over-
hanging stone cornices in seismic zone 3
pose a significant problem. Likewise,
replacement of deteriorated stone with
materials cast to look like the original
although significantly lighter in weight,
also challenges the concept of integriry.
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Both fiber-reinforced plaster and fiber-
reinforced concrete have been used for
these applications. Like a fiberglass
boat, these elements also share in the
benefits of lower initial cost and likely
lower maintenance. Balancing the loss

of integrity against improved public
safety is important; however, cost is

often viewed as more important, while
in historic preservation the balance of
integrity and cost is different than for
other construction. Cost should be

secondary. Integrity once lost is hard to
regain.

One material has been used to
replicate another for hundreds of years.

Over time, these replicating materials
have gained historic importance. For
example, wood was often coated with
paint containing sand to replicate stone.

Stucco coatings have been used over
rough masonry with the ioints struck to
create a finished cut stone appearance.
How is this different from using wood-
grain vinyl clapboard over original
clapboards? Time may make the differ-
ence. At the turn of rhe century. it was

common to use cast concrete blocks
whose face appeared as a quarry-face
stone to construct buildings. These

buildings are not'historic'.'S7hen new
materials come into use, to gain accep-

tance they often replicate earlier materi-
als to make the transition easier; how-
ever, many other materials have their
own specific character. Concrete alone
does not have innate visual quality and
it must be brought out by exposing the

aggregate, bush-hammering the surface,
or other techniques. Exposed concrete
occurred much later in the history of its
use. However, not all materials may be

capable of such evolution. Vinyl has no
real quality creatinB character, yet it is

still used to replicate other materials' It
may never evolve its own innate charac-
ter, it may not have one, or perhaPs it
hasn't been discovered yet.

Preservation has borrowed exten-
sively from other technologies, such as

A portion of the historic materials laboratory at

the Collaborative, inc., Boulder, Colorado.

Workers applying WEST SYSTEM3 Brand epoxy
to wood venners for the construction of a modern
wood/composite wind turbine blade in the

Gougeon Brothers, Inc. plant.

the consolidation of stone and wood by

infusion with epoxy to arrest deteriora-
tion. In the same way as for the wooden
boat, the question arises whether the
material is still original, as we have

come to understand it. Certainly we can

see the beautiful innate qualities of the
grain in epoxy-consolidated wood, and

the matrix in epoxy-consolidated stone.
This may be the distinguishing aspect
for the preservationist. Certainly the
retention of original material is a prior-
ity in all historic preservation' and ep-
oxy-consolidation allows the preserva-

tion of original materials and their
innate character. '$Thether the materials
are still original and still retain integrity
after treatment is a question which
should be constantly asked, but maY

never be completely answered.
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Understanding which building ma-
terials are like the rires on a historic
automobile, that are expected to need
replacement, is also critical. Often our
belief of what is expected to be retained
for maximum historic integrity and
what is expected to be replaced can be
in conflict. We realize that wood roof-
ing shingles will wear out after 20 to 40
years of age, and are therefore replace-
able. However, the clapboards miy take
a much longer time and therefore are
not so replaceable. lfe have developed a
preservarion philosophy that says that it
is okay to replace the shingles but not
the siding. The siding may be replaced
over time, but the cycle is much longer.
\7e are learning to change our idea of
what is a replacement material as our
historic buildings age and more needs
replacement. This is the'U.S.S. Consti-
tution' question.

New materials are not necessarilv a
threat to historic integrity. This has
been particularly true in the case of
hidden materials, such as structural
reinforcement of historic buildings,
which can be done in a way that is visu-
ally non-intrusive, still retaining all the
historic forms, including much of the
historic material. This includes provid-
ing reinforcements within wood beams
and connections. Where ir is hidden, it's
less controversial.

technology of paints for preservation,
particularly on metals. For example,
recently the cast and wrought iron fenc-
ing around Harvard Yard in Cambridge
was repainted using a paint technology
similar ro that first used by Ferrari in
the early 1970s, using high-build prim-
ers and epoxy paints. Wood-painting
techniques are derived largely from
technology developed by the boat build-
ing industry to create high quality paint
finishes for harsh environments. Boat
building has also provided much of the
technology for epoxies, particularly
low-viscosity epoxy that can penetrate
the pore srructure of wood. This is also
used in deteriorated stone technology.

CoNcr-usroN

It is critical for people in the preserva-
tion field to be ever vigilant in looking
for emerging technologies from other
fields as they aid the Building Conserva-
tor in building diagnostics and replace-
ment of materials which allow for
maximum retention of historic fabric
and form. With these new technologies,
there is a continuing responsibility to
examine each in terms of its effect on
integrity and to do no harm.

TpcHNorocy TneNsrun

Technology in historic preservarion has
been borrowed from the medical, auto-
mobile repair, and boat building fields.
These contributions are not onlv in
materials technology, but also di"grror-
tics. This is particularly true of the
medical field. These very positive tech-
niques include radiography, ultra-
sound, and fiber-optic borescopes, al-
lowing otherwise hidden condiiions to
be made visible.

The automobile repair industry has
contributed grearly in materials with the
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Not Just Skin Deep:
Terrazzo Floorscapes for the
Los Angeles Convention Center

Alexis Smith

Artist Alexis Smith talks about the
Conuention Center proiect on a walk-
tbrough with Craig Hodgetts, Lian
Hurst Mann, and Denise Bratton.

Pbotograpbs by Julius Shulman.

Tnn Sours Losnv: A WRrxesour oN
rHr Pecrnc Rru...

As a way of approaching this floor for
the first time, I recommend starting out
on the ground level before going uP

onto the mezzanine where you can look
down onto it. The best way to experi-
ence it is to try to see if you can figure
out where you are from a point where
you can't take it all in. Because once
you know what it looks like from uP

above, your experience of it changes

completely. From up above, you have
the illusion of looking down onto land
and water. I used one color of blue for
deep water, and another for shallow
water, and then the tan color for land.
'$7hen you go up to the second level, all
of a sudden the world snaps into focus.
The two blues seem to merge and give

an illusion of depth.
But the fact is, most people who

come to the Convention Center won't
know in advance that there is anything
to look at besides what's on exhibit.
The building is still pretty new and has

not been widely publicized, so they
probably won't even know there is a
design on the floor. They'll iust be

standing out here in the middle of the
floor, and they might begin to notice
that there are different colors, and then
it might dawn on them that it looks like
a map. But most people won't grasP it
immediately.

The proportions of the maP Proiec-
tion are so enormous that it takes a

while-unless your sense of geography
is really acute. But people who see the
floor from above or approach it from
the stairway or escalator on the east side

recognize where they are right away,
because they're immediately confronted
with the familiar image of North
America-they can see Florida, they can

see Baja. The interesting thing is that
because of the design on this floor,
people who come here actually make

some effort to orient themselves spa-

tially, which isn't something they nor-
mally do in a building like this-except
in an effort to figure out where they're
going. I'm d great belieuer in giuing
people things to do in public buildings.

The South Lobby design isn't a maP

of the whole world. It's iust the Pacific
Rim. The rest of the world is only im-
plied and tends to go off the maP

around the edges. Certain parts of
Europe are just not here because they
would fall right where there are eleva-

tors or stairways, or in the case of
Africa, you have the Persian Gulf and
Somalia, but the rest of Africa would be

outside the doors. The fact that England
and Africa are marginalized in my pro-
jection came about because I gave prior-
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The South Lobby floorscape of the pacific Rim radiates from the map,s North pole.

ity to the Pacific Rim. But also, I had to
situate it so that the land masses that
define it would miss the registration
areas-which is a purely functional
lssue.

The concept for the map design
was actually inspired by the intersection
of the building's rwo geometries. The
odd shape of the space comes from the
intersection of an orthogonal grid and a
radial grid. The radial lines on my origi-
nal blueprints for the building suggestid
a longitude/latitude pattern ro me-
hence the map.

I had to consulr a cartographer
about the design before I even entered
into the problems of terrazzo technol-
ogy. When I decided ro focus on rhe
Pacific Rim, I started by looking at
existing maps. But I immediately real-
ized I had to eliminate 80 percent of the
maps of the world because almost every
one of them has the Atlantic Ocean at
the cenrer. And the other thing was
that, as opposed to using a reitangular

piece of paper, or a globe, or whatever,
I had to use a format that was shaped
like this space, like the building. In that
sense, it had to be totally made up be-
cause the building's geometry keeps
fanning outward; the lines never come
back together. I knew I wasn,t bound to
a standard projection, like Mercator's.
The only alternative was to make one
myself.

So this isn't one of the standard
projections. It's a special one I worked
out, which only fits the configuration of
this lobby. There was no model or tem-
plate. It's totally site-specific. The
'North Pole' is not rhe real North pole.
It's the metaphorical 'Norrh pole, of
this space-where the grid lines inter-
sect. But the map is accurate, in the
sense thaf anything is ever 'accurate,.
Because in fact, all maps are distorted.
This one just happens to be distorted in
the shape of this building as opposed to
the idea of flattening the skin oi a
globe, or projecting the land and water
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The orthogonal grid meets a radial grid in the divider strip plan of the south Lobby,

masses onto a rectangle, or something
like that. The method I followed is

really no different-no less accurate-
than what cartographers do when they
make maps. But we don't usually think
about what they do when we look at

maps. They fit the image of the land
and water bodies to a rectangle of a
certain size or onto a sphere-essen-
tially, a surface. But the shape is only a

convention. My map gives the impres-

sion of being right. And it is right. It's
just not 'normal'.

In my search for relative accuracy,
I also had to consult an anthropologist.
As you can see, the map is Punctuated
by a series of black and white ethnic
medallions. They're all indigenous to
places on the Pacific Rim, and each one

is based on an actual pattern or image
generated by a particular culture. Some

are whole designs; others are adapted
from fragments of larger designs. But
each one derives in one way or another
from the common motifs of the wave,

or the spiral, or the wheel. I made the

conscious choice that they should all be

related to each other visually because I
was struck by the commonality among
motifs generated by different cultures.
So I tried to look at the way human
beings see the world in pattern. My idea

was to emphasize images similar enough

that they would imply relationships, but
different enough that they would be

culturally specific to the places where

they originated.
The medallions evoke a strong

sense of familiarity on some level. You
can tell this by the way kids react to the

floor. They really love it--especially the

medallions. In fact, I think kids interact
better with the floor in general than
adults do. For one thing, once they get

it, they start running all around trying
to find things they know about' going
from medallion to medallion in a way
that adults might not let themselves.

But making the medallions was

incredibly complicated. The designs
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were so intricate that they had to have
their own set of shop drawings. The
metalwork in some of them was much
more detailed than the map itself. It
would have taken too much brainwork
to do them on the spot. And it was
filthy out there-the doors weren'r
hung, the floor was flooded from all
that rain, all the other trades were
working. It would have been impossible
to work at that level of complexity
under those conditions. So all the met-
alwork was done ahead of time bv this
very old craftsman in Florida, wht
seems to be the only person in the
whole country who still knows how to
do this kind of work. 'We had a lot of
anxiety that something might happen to
him before the medallion. *... do.r..

I had to 'site' each one of the me-
dallions myself, because there's not
really any up or down, or right or left
in any of them. Nothing in the designs
themselves tells you how they should be
oriented. Basically I made a judgment
call with each one about which wav
looked the best in conrext, and also
with a general sense of 'when in doubt,
orient it toward the Compass', orient
people toward the center of the piece.

From the mezzanine level, you can
really see how the lobby is based on the

circular geometry that radiates out from
the Compass inscribed in the circle at
the 'North Pole' of the building. The
floor design is tied into the geometry
like this, with double radial lines that
move out from the center and intersect
with the concentric rings to 'capture, all
the_columns. This grid of dividir strips
is the key to the whole piece. It is the
place where the design of the map
aligns with the geometry of the space-
where the logic of the floor and the
architecture come rogether. The grid
provides a sort of faux longitude and
latitude, but its real beauty comes from
the fact that it's structural. Divider
strips cover the expansion joints and a
complex system of concrete pours that
prevents cracking.

One thing you can't see is that the
whole floor just made it through a
major earthquake, with half of it on an
on-grade slab and the other half on a
suspended slab, and there's no cracking.
So the system we used actually worked.
Essentially, the whole sub-floor or slab
was poured in key-shaped sections that
c.orrespond to the configurations of my
design, so that movement and pressure
would be relieved by the divider strips.
That was the basic strucrural demand
of the floor from the very beginning.

@@@@ffi@@
@@@ @@@
ffi@@@@sffi

Black and white ethnic medallions mark cultures around the Pacific Rim inscribed in the South Lobbv.
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I had to work directly with the struc-
tural engineer to make the slab and the

terrazzo design compatible.
As an artist used to working more

or less alone, the number of PeoPle I
had to get involved with was in itself a

staggering thing. Aside from me, there

were the two architectural firms, Pei

Cobb Freed in New York and Gruen
Associates in Los Angeles, Plus the
project management team, the people

who manage the building, my assistant

Christine Lawson, who is also an archi-
tect, the terrazzo contractor Roman
Mosaic, the general contractor, and the

inspectors. I have to say that as the

whole project unfolded, I was stunned

by the complexity of it. There's no
comparison between this and making
art in the studio. And the issue of col-
laboration is at the heart of the differ-
ence-the issue of knowing what is

going on at all levels of the proiect so

that you can protect your turf, but also

Each medallion required detailed metalwork and

advanced terr azzo technique.

cooperating at all those levels and with
every single person involved in the pro-
cess. The sheer level of contact ts amaz-

i.rg.
In retrospect, I think it's extraordi-

nary that the architects were so sup-
portive of my project, and when there

were disputes, they defended me even at

a certain cost to themselves. It's much
more typical that artists and architects
spend all their time trying to get in
front of each other. But I remember

From the South Lobby concourse terrace, the view of the Pacific woild snaps into focus'
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A central-point radial-grid system guides the inscription of the Milky Way in the floor of the West Lobby.

Trrp Wrsr Losny: Texr e Srernwey ro
THE STARS...

when I initially proposed the large map
idea to Jim Freed, I was surprised when
he actually said yes. I expected him to
reject it because of its ambition, but he
didn't. Instead, he encouraged me, and
the South Lobby map eventually be-
came the basis for the color scheme of
the whole building.

Now I want to show you the !7est
Lobby. To get from the South Lobby to
the IDTest Lobby, we have to walk across
what's called the Meeting Room Bridge.
rffhen I decided on the map of the
Pacific Rim for the South Lobbv and a
night-sky theme for the !7est Lobby, i.,
my mind, I thought about one as the
'day lobby,' and the other as the .night
lobby'. Now that the building is fin-
ished, the symmerry of the night and
day themes is played out in the way it
looks from the outside. Those giant
glazed elements look opaque in the
daytime and transparent at night.

Coming into the !7est Lobby from the
inside of the building, from the South
Lobby, I like to start upstairs where you
can really see the Milky Way. That
central-point radial-grid system that
you saw in the South Lobbv is embed-
ded in this design, too, butit's oriented
by the North Star or Polaris from the
Little Dipper. Even though you get a
more panoramic view of both levels
from up here, to understand the rela-
tionship between the projections and
mapping of the two lobbies, it's best to
go down and walk through it.

As I said before, the design starts
with the basic idea of a radial prolec-
tion, but here, the architectural space is
shaped differently. It begins with a
square space thar links the fan-shaped
lobby with the old building. Just like in
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The concourse meets the West Lobby with a panaramic view of the Milky Way'

the other lobby, there is a central point
from which concentric circles radiate
outward-though here, the space where
the center point is located is defined by
walls. I fit a circle right inside the
square-almost exactly. I put Polaris at

the center of this tight square, and all
the concentric circles and radials are

projected outward from there.
The night skyscape proiected from

this point extends along the radials
down a stairway to the ground level,
where the Earth and Moon are seen as

spherical bodies in the sky. \7hen you
come into the lobby from outside or
from the underground parking lot, right
away you see the edge of the Earth, a

slice of the globe as if seen from some-
place on another planet with western
North America and the California
coastline and a giant crescent Moon in
the sky.

The constellations-which are all
'made-up' images anyway-are charted

with the red dots that link the stars to
each other. 'We can move through them
across the sky on the uPPer level to
Polaris, which is represented by a big
zinc star. With the stars and constella-
tions, I tried to be pretty accurate. The
way it works is that stars are all coded
by magnitude. The lesser-magnitude
stars have the higher numbers, and the
smaller the number, the higher the mag-

nitude of brightness. Just one of those

things that you don't really PaY anY

attention to until you start studying
them or talking to astronomers-which
is what I did. On the floor, the big white
stars are the ones with the Sreatest mag-

nitude; the medium-sized stars are repre-

sented by large white circles; and the
small yellow circles are the smaller stars.

This yellow was actually a mis-
take-a mistake that I wouldn't change
after the fact even though there was

fairly heavy pressure for me to do so. I
originally wanted a yellow that had
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some orange in it, some brightness to
punch up the dark blue, but the color
th-at everyone agreed on was the lightest
of the samples. And then when the
matrix for the yellow was made up,
they obviously made a mistake and put
too much pigment in it. At first, whin
they were pouring it, everyone com-
plained that it was garish, that it looked
like 'pumpkin'. It kind of .jumped' out.
Now, of course, it doesn't; it only perks
up the floor.

I worked with pei Cobb Freed on
picking the terrazzo colors and writing
the formulas for the mixes of glass chils
and crushed marble. S7e wentlhrough
many samples and mock-ups to ger
them right. On the ground floor of thi,
lobby, the Earth carries over the rhree
colors from the Pacific Rim, but the
dominant color is the deep midnight
blue of the sky. It was a ,i.y, v..y hard
color to get. It has about 35 percent
crushed morher-of-pearl in it, which
makes it sparkle when the light shines
on ir-but also makes it more expensive
than your typical terrazzo. Vith ihls
one, we had to refine the procedures for
polishing ir too, because ir rurns out
that it makes a difference whether vou
use gray marble dust or white marble
dust. And there's so much glass in the
floor that if you don't grind it to a cer-
tain level of polish, the tiny scratches
that are left over make it look white
instead of blue.

S7e found all these things out
through trial and error. Most of the
decisions we made had to do with the
quality of the visual effects. But there
were always trade-offs. A polished ter-
razzo floor has to meet a certain slip
coefficient, and that also controls the
level of polish you can give it. So there
were always 'two edges to the sword',
two kinds to problems to resolve at any
given point. There were hundreds of
different decisions like this that had to
be made, and for each one there is a
paper trail, a whole narrative history.

Stars sparkle in the terrazzo sky.

\Ve should go down and look at
the Moon, which is extraordinarv for
the level of craft it rook to visualize the
crater detail. It's done in gray and white
terrazzo, and like everywhere else. all
the metal divider strips are zinc-an
incredibly pliable metal, but also a
wonderful platinum color. The little
zinc squiggles all over the crescent
Moon are the shading of the cratered
surface. This is certainly the most intri-
cate tertazzo metalwork I've ever seen.
I doubt if anybody ever bent divider
strips this way before, with little tiny
needlenose pliers and thousands of
twists and turns. The amount and kind
of detail we were able to ger inro rhe
large map was amazing, but the Moon
is twice as derailed. The level of arrisrry
that was demanded of the subs and
their craftsmen was far beyond that of
your typical terrazzo floor.

You know everybody complains
that there aren't any craftsmen any-
more, but I've actually had very good
luck, both on the Snake path at OCSO,
which is slate and concrete, and on this
job. In both cases, I worked with third
or fourth generation family-owned
companies which are now run by
middle-aged guys who are bored with
the predictability of business-as-usual. I
found people who were ripe to do beau-
tiful work-who wanted to take on a
fancy, difficult project like this to prove
what they could do. These guys have
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The Earth and Moon on the ground level appear as spherical bodies in the'night lobby' sky.

consciously preserved the skills and

knowledge that are needed, but don't
usually get to exercise them.

When you work with these PeoPle,
they take pride in pushing the limits of
the craft to achieve something that falls
outside the boundaries of the typical, so

the scope of the collaboration gets ex-

tended. This isn't to say that we didn't
have difficulties, and that there wasn't a

lot of friction about whether it was iust
a floor or whether it was an artwork.
There isn't anyone on this proiect who
didn't have to deal with that issue in one
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way or another. But in the end, I could
never have done this without Roman
Mosaic and Tile Company or without
my assistant Christine, who worked for
them and laid out the floor.

As an artist, you are automatically
assumed to have an interest in craft
issues, in the making of a thing, and
even if it's nor totally acknowledged,
you have a certain mobility in the hier-
archy that even an architect might not
have. Because I'm an artist, I'm allowed
to have a maverick style, to talk to
absolutely everyone on the job, and to
circumvent the hierarchy. People will
accept that and my being relentless
about details because they expect it
from an artist. An architect couldn't
have gotten this piece made because the
difference between architecture and art
in a situation like this is cachet. There is
no question but that this floor is 'orna-
mental', and people don't usually spend
this kind of money on 'ornamenting, an
architectural surface. And if they do,
they don't do it to this level of extrava-
gance. In this sense, the artist and archi-
tect collaboration really works because
the artist lends authority to a higher
level of craftsmanship, and rhus cost.

Relative to the cost of the whole
building, the floor wasn't that expen-
sive, but it carries a pretty big load of
'landmark value'. In terms of the memo-
rable parts of the building, the things
that are carrying that load are the ,cur-

tain wall' and this floor. Those were the
two things that the architects were will-
ing to walk on hot coals for. Just those
two things. That's what they were will-
ing to sacrifice for.

On issues of sacrifice, artists and
architects stand apart from other kinds
of consultants because they think about
having their names on things rather
differently than other people do. At one
point I was actually threatening ro
spend the balance of my fee to have the
floor repolished because the roof had
leaked on it during construction, and

nobody wanted to take responsibility
for it. I figured that I'd spenr more than
five years of my life doing this, and in
the end, what mattered to me was how
good it was. It would have been easier
for me to make another object and sell
it, and use the money to make the floor
right, than it would have been for me to
live with that imperfection. I had that
much invested in it.

The sheer fact that the floor is fin-
ished now, and that it has such mega-
permanence that no matter how much
anyone thrashes it, theoretically it can
always be repolished and brought back
to the way it was intended to be, that's
more important, ultimately, than any-
thing else. It's one thing to design and
build it into the architectural design in
such a way that it's absolutely integral,
actually part of the building, able to
hold up to the onslaught of time and
judgment; but trying to control what
happens in a public space is far beyond
what an artist can do. I was pushed to
my limits just to make it happen.'!7hat's 

important is that after each
event that takes place here, everything
goes-the plants go, the banners go, the
furniture goes, everything goes. But my
floor remains.

Tbe work of Alexis Smith is thoroughly
engaged by Ricbard Armstrong's mono-
graph Alexis Smith (Nez York: Whitney
Museum of American Art and Rizzoli,
1991.)
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Michael Gruber

View of Model Shop, with 1/4" model construction, Fall 1993. Insen, collage of recycled model parts.
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Tbe extraordinary effort to build tbe
netu Cetty Center complex in Los
Angeles, designed by architect Ricbard
Meier, FAIA, has been accompanied by
the complementary deuelopment of an
exceptional series of models. Architec-
ture California asks Micbael Gruber,
director of the Richard Meier Model
Sbop, to document this rare occasion
of model making.
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1988
1/16" Site Study 6 Final Schematic Model
. Thoughts of tLoroughness; model framework same as proiect grid lines (photos below)

. Metaietched parts used for details: windows, skylights, railings
o Fabrication of grid patterns on wood for floor definition; accurate stairs
. Buildings 

"." -"d" "s 
hollow interiors; exterior spaces show proportions with buildings;

*ood sf,"pes and joinery more carefully mad€ not to conflict with scale and detail

7989-1991
1/8" Wood Design Development Model
. Fabrication of larts refinid; molds made and used to make intricate wood stairs, windows, skylights

. pa.ts/buildings^made first for investigation; site and canyon added later (many parts/shapes looked at)

. T.ees require*<l; development of wood veneer trees with similar Patt€rns (offshoot becomes 'Mr' Tree')

. Tree plotter invented to layout over 1000 trees on grid over contour site

. Sun angle machine/helioscope fabricated to test building shapes, heights, and building-details

(louveri, sunscreen, etc.) Used especially on the Center for Arts and Humanitites building inner

circular courtYard

Pno;rcr Mooels

t987
1/32" Site Study 5 Early Schematic Model
. site/building relationship; massing forms on a'caroable'colored plaster site

7991-1993
1/4" Wood Construcdon Document Model
. Techniques are streamlined; 'Model Standards' book made for consistency

. Model used to coordinate and finalize Construction Documents

. Early models designed and built as'partial'model, like an axonometric drawing (exploded):

buili to look 
"t "rrlry, 

circulation, structure (not iust bird's eye view ofbuildings)
. Building models made with vertical 'cut throughs' for realization of basement to roof spaces/rooms;

quick understanding of building (complex programs and designs)

. Circle arcs made to swing curved wood pieces as required

. Entire model designed for humans to walk into unbuilt areas for vistas

Frontside, 1/16" wood model (without buildings). Photo, Jock Pottle/Esto'
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IxrrnwovrN Moorrs

1987-1993
Panicle Board Models (1/4", 3/8", t/2,,1"1
o volumes/spaces discussed in coniunction with other smaller scale proiect models. Ability to look at a space, usually interior
' Areas.done that were only needed for description; some spaces treated with paint, windows, etc.o Not always 'pretty'models

1990
3 " Scale Gallery Lighting Study Models
o Large scale models done simultaneous to small scale models to better understand space and system. Executed for scientific investigation fust, then aesthetic consideration
o Given that X + Y = Z and knowing what z \ilants to be, estimate what X and y could be,

then get close to Z and fine tune (sunlight control)

1989-1993
1/16" Quick Realization Models
' whole upper proiect site abstracted with only concerned area depicted (entry plaza and central garden

investigated in this model); 'eggcrate' site wiih onry some wood ioororr. .Jal 
", 

,.q"i*a
' Model built at time of 1/4 " construction documeni model to look at revised 

"orr""ptJ,lr"t 
.-", fo.

gardens, stairs, terraces, plazas
. Early studies for building facades grouped around entry plaza

7987-1993
Various Task Models

' Many studies of large and small particulars, from new building massing to louver details

Underside, 1/16" wood model (model structure). photo,Jock pottle/Esto.
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Upside down 'positive' of l/32" plaster model

1/32" plaster schematic model, view from South. Sequence ol l/76" model under construction'
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overhead view o11/16" model, laying contours. 'worm's eye, view of model fTame strucrure.

Early l/16" particle board srudy model.

Tree and people prototypes for all models.Laying out early model parts.
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1/8 " wood Design Development model under construction.

1/8 " model of Museum building group.

Layout of 1/8" model parts.

1/8" Getty Conservation Institute model.

Review of 1/8" model.

View of Model Studio with 1/8" model under construction, Fall 1990.
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1/8" study of freestanding sunshade

-?'

Laying out wood contours.

Wood arcs from which to cut circular shapes.

\

-

Making curved windows on a mold.

1/16" study, Gery Conseroation Institute .massing',
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Small scale'trreak-apart'study model as mock-up for large 1/4" 'walk-in'model'

Clamping 1/4" Lobby model.

1/4" window and skylight parts'
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Sun angle studies.

3" scale Gallery light study model, louvers ar rop. 1/16,, quick study model for.garden concepts
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'S7hat to Make

Christine Killory, RIBA, Assoc. AIA

Despite an outpouring of public sup-
port and considerable expenditures of
human and financial resources, there is
increasing poverty and deterioration in
American cities. Homeless people re-
main on the streets and in public places,

the most visible reminders that some-
thing is seriously wrong with our social
and economic policies. In much recent
research on homelessness, opinions
about its definition and extent are hotly
debated. If there is little consensus

about the number of people homeless
nationwide, assumptions about the
responsibility for homelessness fall into
two familiar categories, with adherents
from each side holding the other re-

sponsible for sharp increases in the
number of homeless. One faction con-
tends that economic adversity causes

ayerage hardworking people to end up

on the street through circumstances
beyond their control; the other group
blames those who have become home-
less for failing to take responsibility for
themselves.

The term 'homeless' has sparked
heated controversy ever since its first
use in January 1981. Shortly after
Ronald Reagan took office, a group of
activists led by Robert Hayes and Mitch
Snyder used it to describe people sleep-

ing in public places, wandering the
streets with their possessions in shop-
ping bags, rooting through garbage bins
in search of food or aluminum cans,

and asking for handouts.' Over a de-

cade later, 'homeless' serves to homog-
enize a diverse population with a vari-
ety of disabling conditions besides pov-

erty: people addicted to drugs (espe-

cially crack cocaine) or suffering from
alcoholism, women battered and
abused by their alcoholic or addicted
partners, individuals with mental ill-
nesses, tuberculosis patients, people

with AIDS, pregnant women with ad-
diction problems, runaway children,
and veterans with post-traumatic stress

syndrome.
Pinning down the homeless PoPula-

tion with statistics is notoriously diffi-
cult, and there is no reliable source of
data on its size. Information contained
in the U.S. Conference of MaYors'
Tenth Annual Suruey of Homelessness
(December 1993) indicates that 48
percent are substance abusers, 27 pet-
cent are mentally ill, and 9 percent have

AIDS.2The survey reports wide dispari-
ties in typical profiles of the popula-
tions seeking assistance in the 26 cities
participating in the survey. The reasons

cited for homelessness, however, are

consistent: substance abuse, mental
illness, a lack of jobs or marketable
skills. In light of the statistical evidence
that physical and mental diseases afflict
over three-quarters of the homeless
population, the report's recommenda-
iion that the best way to decrease the

number of homeless PeoPle is to in-
crease the availability of government-
subsidized housing seems remarkable.3
The need for affordable housing in
desirable neighborhoods is an abiding
social realiry, and there is a critical
shortage of it in desirable neighbor-
hoods for those in need, especially fami-
lies with children. But because most
people considered homeless face prob-
i.-t -o.. complex than lack of shelter,
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housing alone cannot solve the problem
of homelessness. Without help for their
disabling conditions, people in need are
unable to maintain themselves in ad-
equate housing.

. Earlier this year, after news reports
that a homeless woman had frozen to
death in a bus shelter across rhe streer
from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, HUD Secretary
Henry Cisneros made reducing
homelessness a top priority and doubled
the money allocated for emergency
shelters to $800 million for fiscal1994;
he hopes to persuade Congress to in-
crease the amount to $1600 million in
199 5 .4 The assumption that short-term
accommodation will somehow ease
people inro more positive social behav-
iors is pervasive throughout the shelter
industry but has yet to be proven. Many
reject shelter environments because of
the appalling conditions that prevail in
some of them, but also because they are
overwhelmed by a sense of isolation.
Others are unwilling or unable ro com-
ply with the rules for admission and
resist any contact with the social ser-
vices industry. Most shelters are unsuit-
able for women and families. Some, by
creating exclusionary regimes similar to
those of Victorian poorhouses, deny
space to those who are drunk, on drugs,
or exhibiting symptoms of mental ill-
ness. The notion that most people use
shelters for a shorr time persisti, despite
statistics from the U.S. Conference of
Mayors report putting the average stay
at seven months and running as high as
eighteen months in cities like San Diego
and Miami.s Resources allocated to
homeless shelters could be better spent
on transitional, supported, and perma-
nent housing, rental subsidies, and ac-
companying treatment programs. It is
ironic that impoverished people enrirled
to a housing subsidy of $250 a monrh
receive the equivalent of over $3,000
p€r.month when they live in the average
shelter.6

By now it is more or less accepted
that architects are not responsible for
the spread of homelessness, but many
feel an acute sense of personal and
political obligation to help alleviate the
suffering of homeless people. Unfortu-
nately, well-intentioned efforts often
supporr the flawed public policies that
encourage cities to spend vast sums on
temporary shelters instead of recovery
programs and permanent housing. City
councils nationwide have waged divi-
sive battles over campgrounds for the
homeless or the location of homeless
shelters, which if built invariably wind
up in the poorest neighborhoods. Archi-
tects' responses to rhe plight of the
homeless display both formal and tech-
nical ingenuity, of a sort: domes of
molded fiberglass powered by solar
energy, demountable Quonset huts with
vinyl fabric stretched over curved steel
frames, collapsible trailers sleeping
from one to eight persons, mobile
homes for pedestrians with hand trucks
for the collection of cans and bottles,
modular plastic shelters, insulated tents
in various configurations, layouts for
urban campgrounds. The assumption
behind these devices-that sheltir in
city parks or vacant commercial lots is
an adequate response to urban
homelessness-helps to sustain the
illusion that the complicated needs of
homeless people can be satisfied by
rudimentary shelter. Urban camp-
grounds quickly become degraded ghet-
tos, further isolating needy people who
should be in treatment facilities or per-
manently housed in stable residential
neighborhoods.

Shelters may help people to survive
but not to pur their lives back together.
As semi-permanent dormitories, they
are places of discard rather than sanctu-
ary, fostering a life of dependence and
marginality-sad symbols of a nation
that has given up on its most vulnerable
citizens. Building shelters and rebuild-
ing marginal dwellings similar to the
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old SROs will do nothing to resolve

disaffection and serious health prob-
lems or the disabling conditions and

social stigma attached to them, in rela-

tion to which homelessness is only the
most visible symptom. To preclude
homeless people from living healthy
and productive lives is to expect less for
them as human beings. To perpetuate

dependency and hardship by providing
inappropriate shelter and emergency
services is an inadequate response to an
intractable social problem. Only when
individuals can make substantial
progress in overcoming their disabilities
is independent living in subsidized
housing a realistic goal.

Too often in the recent past, archi-
tects have assumed a position of passive

acceptance as the important decisions
about how our cities are arranged were
made by others. Some argue that urban
campgrounds and homeless shelters are

better than nothing. Perhaps. But with
the best intentions-often low fees or
no fees-they also prop up failing social
policies and perpetuate a cynical two-
track urbanism that warehouses the
neediest and most vulnerable citizens in
subsidized ghettos. Instead of eliminat-
ing long-standing racial and economic
divisions, this de facto urban aPartheid
serves to reinforce them-iust like the
public housing proiects that trapped
millions, many of them African Ameri-
cans, in conditions of extreme squalor.
Because shelters replace other efforts
that would do more permanent good,
such as treatment programs and afford-
able housing accompanied by improved
schools, supermarkets, and police pro-
tection, they establish public expecta-
tions of success. When efforts that
promise to end homelessness repeatedly
meet with failure, as they have so far,
homeless people themselves become
victims of rising public resentment, in
addition to the combination of preiu-
dice and mistakes that keeps them on
the streets.

Efforts to deliver social services

that actually improve lives and neigh-

borhoods might well make the public
more willing to give support. If Ameri-
can society is to preserve the ideals

inherent in the democratic system-the
promise of equality and iustice and the

declaration that citizens intimately
bound to each other can Promote the

common good-the responsibility to
provide help for those least able to help
themselves cannot be deferred. This
means assisting those who are able to
become truly independent and self-
sufficient and offering true sanctuary to
those who are not. The series of mis-
guided public policy decisions that
eliminated many of the traditional insti-
tutions which had evolved in cities to
help the neediest and replaced them
with facilities and programs for those
who could afford to pay for them, has

created unintended but very real misery.
To recover the sense of Public Pur-

pose that used to be a hallmark of our
profession, architects need to become
advocates for more enlightened policies
and designers of places and things that
offer real help. Resources currently
allocated to shelters and soup kitchens
can be better used for treatment centers
providing on-site care and structured
therapeutic facilities affiliated with
them to support sustained recovery,
halfway houses and substance-free
long-term living environments away
from areas where addicts congregate,
supervised housing in residential neigh-

borhoods convenient to public trans-
portation for those who represent no
threat to their neighbors: All are cost

effective alternatives to institutional
care. Facilities designed for families can

remove women's fears that seeking
treatment will cause them to lose their
children. Smaller multi-family housing
development with responsible property
management that screens prospective

tenants and expels those who break the

rules offers proven success as a model
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for urban neighborhoods. Architects
have been accused, often fairly, of indif-
ference to the lives of ordinary people.
After a period characterized by purely
decorative obsessions, it is time for
architects to re-establish a commitment
to the real and public environment of
everyday life and rerurn architecture
once again to the rask of making suc-
cessful cities.
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On Urban Making and
the Craft of City Design'

John Kaliski, AIA

I. Bnnrm Druerrrs

In comparison to architecture, city de-

sign revels in dilemmas of good and evil.
Vhile the design of most buildings in
the city is a piece by piece undertaking,
usually of small significance (though
endlessly debated among architects), the
making of the city itself is a continuous
exercise in the establishment of social
and cultural value. This maxim presents
a challenge to what might be defined as

'architecture culture': that spectrum of
conversation and tradition that shapes
the education, practice, and world of
the individual architect in relationship
to other architects.

Architecture culture is uncomfort-
able with the idea that forms, particu-
larly forms within the context of the
city, are declared complicit. The indi-
vidual architect, trained to place a pre-
mium on the autonomy and timelessness
of object by object architecture produc-
tion, becomes confused when civil soci-
ety argues for (or against) the value of
individual forms based upon everyday
concerns. The democratic city, for its
part, is bewildered by that culture of
architects which seeks an aura of beauty
that is removed from the cultural and
ethical dilemmas that are daily debated.
Civil discourse quickly loses patience
with the architect who presents aesthetic
forms as a substitute for social debate.

For most architects, forms are inno-
cent and people are guilty. This sensibil-
ity is wonderfully illustrated in Leon
Krier's monograph on the work of
Albert Speer, Adolph Hitler's personal

architect.2 The dedication proclaims,
"This book cannot duplicate the crimes
of a regime or a man. Classical architec-
ture and the passion of building are its
only subject, its sole justification."3
Krier goes on to celebrate the formal
beauty of Speer's abstract classicism
and, based on stylistic grounds only, to
challenge the condemnation of that
classical architecture. Further, Krier
goes beyond praise of the individual
structures to also proclaim the beauty
and timeless authority of Speer's plan
for Berlin. Speer's urban design concept,
completed in the late 1930s, features a

great axis of public and private struc-
tures slicing north and south through
the city. Enamored by the deft manipu-
Iation of architectural language, Krier
overlooks the insistent physical diminu-
tion of the individual body, the use of
form to manipulate and subjugate the
individual to the will of the state, the
masking of the River Spree by the pro-
posed Grosse Halle, the planned de-
struction of fifty thousand apartments,
and the acceptance of architecture as an
urban art of mass spectacle and con-
sumption (as opposed to dwelling and
habitation); he declares this city design
good.

By contrast, in the same book,
Albert Speer is quoted stating a some-
what more scrutable position: "...My
buildings were not solely intended to
express the essence of the National-
Socialist movement. They were an inte-
gral part of that very movement." Speer,

while admitting his own atavistic at-
tachment to the forms, nevertheless
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gropes towards a more complex under-
standing of the relationship of his urban
achievement to the indelible history
which now marks it. Vithin the context
of a discourse of the design of the city,
as opposed to the private debates of
architecture culture, the forms cannot
be so easily separated from the crimes
and malevolenr inrentions of their cre-
ators.

As the fricrions of inreresr group
politics become ever more present i; rhe
shaping of the life and form of the city,
the potential for form to engender
meaning surfaces in civil discourse.
Albert Speer's plan for Berlin would be
unacceptable in civic culture at this time
precisely because its ethical dimension is
untenable within our present social
framework. Speer's work, despite
Krier's protestations to the contrary, is
bad civic design regardless of the merits
of its forms within an autonomous
architecture culture. By not recognizing
a distinction between making architec--
ture and making the city, Krier unwit-
tingly promotes a sartorial classical
urbanism that bears little distinction
from the freeway building and urban

clearance which destroyed American
cities in the years after the Second
World War.

Krier's confusing of the tectonics
of object making with the constructs of
city making is characteristic of the con-
temporary architectural profession.
Architects revel in essentialist intellec-
tual constructs (passion for building is
its only justification) rhat project an
architecture or urbanism unfettered bv
the ethical and moral dilemmas that
shape everyday life. In its many forms,
architecrural essenrialism allows archi-
tecture culture to remain 'neutral, at
precisely the moment that society de-
mands taking a position. 

.V/ithin 
the

context of a democratic culture (even
an imperfect democratic culture such
as that which exists within the United
Sates), the demands of public discourse
leave little room for arguments about
the neutrality of forms. \fithin the city,
the justification of form bv formalisms
reduces the architect to a secondary
position, and thus the physical quality
of the city becomes a seconda.yiorsid-
eration in the debates that swirl around
the establishment of public policy. Over

I

\

Alben Speer's and Adolph Hitler,s Grosse platz, Berlin, 1937_1940.
-,
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and over, architects propose well pro-
portioned equivalents of Speer's Berlin
axis only to see their ideas flattened if
not outright rejected by the subsequent
debate. Architects well understand that
the specialization of the city planning
professions contributes to the diminu-
tion of roles for architects in urban
design: however, architects have yet to
recognize that a professional culture
that defines form as neutral creates a

dynamic of professional crisis which
leaves the architect increasingly mute

within civic discourse on city making.
If the architecture profession desires a

stake in the production of the good city,
then it must engage the political and
ethical forces that shape the city as well
as the design of individual buildings.

II. THE Goou LmneRY VERSUS THE

Goon Crrv

The assumption of a political and ethi-
cal framework for architecture produc-
tion within the context of the city is no
doubt considered by many architects in
their daily design tasks. However' de-

spite the good thoughts, the assumption
of a critical urbanism as a shaping force

of architecture production does not
automatically lead the architect to pro-
duction of 'the good city'. This is par-
ticularly so if the urban design modicum
is based upon a practice of precedence.
When the architect leaps towards an

urban architecture generated from de-

sign precedent, the architect runs the
risk of overlooking not only the rela-
tionship of form to advances in technol-
ogy but, more importantly, the transfor-
mations in the present forms of the
public realm.3 In this situation the archi-
tect, once again, takes the position of
projecting a singular unified three di-
mensional world that at best addresses

the needs and desires of only a small
segment of the city's population: usually
an empowered elite. Even when this
elite is benevolent, its singular voice

cannot adequately represent the multiple
interests and perspectives of the present

city. And the falsely unified urban forms
that this elite engenders exacerbate the

contradictions resident in a heteroge-
neous city.

It is indeed difficult to establish the

ideal form of a just city. And the diffi-
cult place of architecture within this
practice is exemplified by the recent
rehabilitation and addition to the his-

toric Central Library in Los Angeles.
This venerable building, completed to
the designs of Bertram Goodhue and

Carlton \Tinslow in 1926, sits in the
middle of Downtown Los Angeles and

in the best sense is a beacon of learning,
a temple of Los Angeles history, and a
respite from the commercial life bustling
all around it. The subiect of decades of
frenzied debate, the final decision to
save the structure was not made until
the city and adiacent property owners
were able to conclude a complex public/
private air-rights deal guaranteeing
private dollars for both the monument's
restoration and an atrium addition in
exchange for the right to build adiacent
seventy, fifty, and thirty story office
buildings.

From the outside, the meticulous
preservation of the historic structure
and nearly seamless, yet modern annex

by Hardy Holzman and Pfiefer, along
with restored gardens and an interwo-
ven public art program create a new
focus for Downtown Los Angeles link-
ing the north, south, east, and west sides

of the central city. Inside, the elegant
wood carrels, generous use of terra-
cotta and brightly restored murals be-

speak a type of interior public grandeur
that for the most part has been es-

chewed in an era of budget cuts and

engineered solutions. Physically, the

Library project represents the promise
that Angelenos might all inadvertently
get together even if they don't always
get along. !7hile some have criticized
the scale and complex eighties-style
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Model view from the northeast, Los Angeles's central Library, Hardy Holzman pfiefer, 1993. photo
courtesy, CRALA.

deal-making represenred by the tall
towers that paid for the Library's revi-
talization, in the final analysis argu-
ments of what is too big, what is too
complex, what detail doesn't work, or
the lack of plan resolution are forgotten
through the joy of personal use. From
the vantage point of a history of city
making, the library represents a neo-
traditional attempt to reify central place
making and establish a public.o-rno,
through the manipulation of monumen-
tal massing, volume, and landscape.

To some extent Los Angeles's
Central Library is able to serve its pub-
lic as a place of gathering. Universal
access to its materials and resources is
available and the generous qualiry of
spaces and finishes provides dignified
settings and shelter for anyone that
enters. However, one may also argue
that the very concept of an expanded
Central Library in a city of enormous
sprawl and diversity-as opposed to a
restored Goodhue downtown commu-
nity branch supplemented by the resto-
ration and construction of other
branches-is a limiting quotienr ro a
broader definition of public access. In
an era of instant communication, data
explosion, and increasing sophistication

of the tools that manipulate informa-
tion, the traditional city-building ele-
ment of a central library is subject to
questioning. A central library must be
questioned not about the entanglements
of its financial wizardry, the irresolution
of adjacent building scales, or even its
equivalence to a shopping mall, but,
rather, about the act and expense of
building a singular container in one
place. Does a single central container, as
opposed to multiple conrainers in mul-
tiple places, truly advance a civic end of
empowerment and justice for the widest
possible cross section of citizens across
the widest possible field of space?

How many library containers does
the attainment of the good city require?
The Los Angeles Central Library cost
approximately $200,000,000. A per-
sonal computer costs approximately
$1000 and is capable of being net-
worked into a wide array of informa-
tion, programs, and services. Suggesting
that the City of Los Angeles p,rrch"re -

and install approximately 200,000 com-
puters in the schools, libraries and
homes of this city, all tied into a
'Library' network is too utopic; and,
realistically, it was not a technical op-
tion at the time this project was planned
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and financed. However, the growing
ability to increase access to manifold
information does raise important ques-

tions with regard to physical shaping of
future urbanisms, even as presently
lauded urban design marches towards
the neo-traditional. After all, why will
people come to participate in a physical
public life in a city center when they at
best need only walk to a home study
modemed to the world, or a neighbor-
hood library linked to the Library of
Congress?

The search for the form of the good
city, when placed within an ethical
discourse that considers iustice, simulta-
neous points of view, and their intersec-
tion with complicated shifts in demo-
graphics and technology. casts suspicion
upon the conventions of received urban
design tradition and wisdom-whether
in World STar II Berlin or present day
Los Angeles. Physical concepts of urban
place, civic monument, community,
neighborhood, boundary, and mobility
have all been challenged by changes in
the means by which cities are made to
such an extent that the question for
architects and urbanists becomes not
will the center(s) hold, but what does a

center, a neighborhood, or even a city
look like both today and in the future?

III. THE CueNcrNc Forurs oE

PusLIcI.IEss

Present conditions create circumstances
where, like Krier, one can love the
appearance of ideal'plans, or, like the
City of Los Angeles, create an individual
building of worth, and see each of these

attitudes as superfluous to both a

privatizing world and public discourse.
The architect or city planner too often
moves back and forth between two
traditional approaches: either utilizing
public form precedents for city making
(such as theme parks) that are remote
from cultural debates or creating non-
physical orders (such as social policy)

that may result in individual monu-
ments but rarely constitute a phys-ical
public realm. A critique of Speer's plan
for Berlin or of Los Angeles's Central
Library that is based upon a dynamic
participation in the discourse of city
making leads to the reiection of both of
these approaches in favor of a new
public realm made up of networks of
places, situations, and experiences that
are constantly unfolding and then
being reorganizedby the users them-
selves.

In a modern city a pressing need

exists for the public and physical devel-
opment of the network of everydaY
realities that typically are not seen or
have no form. The idea of the just city
is thus based upon an infusion of dis-
cursive publicness in previously
privatized realms and access to public-
ness within familial spheres.a \With this
as a framework for design the architect
can begin to imagine places where
public access is maximized even as

private circumstances are maintained
and vice versa. In essence, even as the
public world of traditional architecture
collapses, a new sensibility that blurs
public and private takes shape.

!7hat does this urbanism that is at
once private and public look like?
Vhat does a network city look like?
$7ho benefits from the network and
how is access assured? Is the conversa-
tion of the network a substitute for the
streets of the city? Even more, does the
diminution of the discursive need for
physical space redefine the stuff and
location of the common? In every case

these questions force an intersection of
the physically imaginable with the
ethical dilemmas of modern city life.
.While 

one can choose to ignore the
forces that are pressing these issues to
the forefront, to do so as an individual
architect or as a profession only
marginalizes the limited influence that
the architect still maintains within
public contexts.
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fV. Towenos Wonxnvc NorRloNs op
rHE Un-uAN

A first premise towards the construction
of a theory of present urban making
assumes that the architecture of the
good city emerges from those locations
and propositions that the traditional
"word of stone,"s as exemplified by
Speer's Berlin or Los Angeles's Central
Library, has covered or overlooked.
Within the realm of everyday urbanisms
the following working norarions suggesr
forms of the city that, while not exclu-
sive, much less normative, do enable
complexes and combinations of present
conditions which are extraordinarv in
their implications for the physical shap-
ing of the pamerns of city life. I7hile
these notations are not yet visualized,
they offer definition to a language thar
can catalyze city making and new city
form when critical realms of the city
cannot be seen or given value, positive
or negative, for lack of images or words.

Cry Rs Hypen-Nrr
The hyper-net is the nerwork of urban
relations made manifest by the physical
and social form of the city. At once
physical and ephemeral, the hyper-net
allows for the simultaneous experience
of local, regional, narional, and global
urbanisms and the familial context of
community. The hyper-net is character-
ized by intensely localized urbanisms, a
high degree of physical and communica-
tive access to the city at large, and a
sense of well-being created by inclusion
in an immediare common. Unlike the
traditional city where there is an almosr
equivalent correlation between form
and cultural structure, where power
flows from the center(s) and a singular
public is assumed, the hyper-city is an
everyday demonstration of the flexible
and constantly changing dynamics of
social, economic, and cultural relation-
ships: Urban hierarchies are character-
ized less by their relationship to

center(s) and more by their access to rhe
grid of the network. The hyper-net is
the inversion of the neo-traditional city.
As opposed to residences surrounding a
center, hyper-net urbanism surrounds
the familial and the natural with the
city. In physical terms, as the nerwork
becomes more developed, the city be-
comes both more diffuse, more natural,
and more urban at the same time.

Tnr Pnrurrcso Ix-nrrwrrN
The in-between are those places in the
spectrum of the city that are typically
ignored, declared blighted, or simply
unseen by sanctioned urban policy. In
opposition to a development of cities
that always emphasizes the place of the
enfranchised and the monumental is the
insistent privileging of the unseen and
in-berween patterns of everyday life.
The legitimization and incremental im-
provement of these places brings into
the public realm activities and peoples
who are left out. The locales of the in-
berween-and to a large extent these
places are everywhere and beyond clas-
sification in rerms of facile ideologies of
race and class-house the realm of daily
life: the streer corners and the forgotten
industrial zones; the convenience mar-
kets and the super markets; the under-
utilized rights of ways and vacanr lors
transformed into communiry gardens.
Sometimes they are the left over neigh-
borhoods ignored in the constant rush
to create anew the American dream.
Sometimes they are the new neighbor-
hoods where trees have not been
planted. \What is common to all of these
places is that they are quietly (and some-
times angrily) inhabited. Failure to nur-
ture them or to maximize their linkage
to the larger network of the city pro-
duces an unconscionable social and
physical waste.

DesnNeloN UnsANrst\4

The public realm of the modern Ameri-
can city exists between the places that
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are designed. The physical form of the
American city is defined by the malls,
redeveloped downtowns, festival market
places, and themed attractions that
clothe themselves in the symbols of the
street but assiduously avoid the diverse
situations of the democratic city. These

attraction destinations carefully circum-
scribe discourse and generally reduce
active life to passive consumption of
goods and canned culture. As a result,
public life always exists outside the exit
door, in the parking lot, or on the other
side of the fence. A new destination
urbanism has to emerge that infuses the
privatized public realm with the situa-
tions and institutions of daily life,
whether it be the university in the shop-
ping mall, the reinvention and nurturing
of the public soap box in the digital
park, or the collision of visible and
interactive government within the resi
dence-defined as destination-itself. A
conceptual urban street as an active
realm for the display and resolution of
otherness and difference must be present
in those places and situations that define
American life.

Crrv Rrcvcrmc
A corollary to the tenets of hyper-net
urbanism, the privileging of the in-
between, and the creation of destination
urbanism(s) is the necessity for the insis-
tent recycling of the human and physical
resources of the existing city. Policies
that subsidize the creation of new
towns, edge cities, peripheral cities, and
destinations such as theme parks and
single purpose shopping malls-even as

the existing everyday city self-destructs
for lack of an equitable distribution of
resources-are negligent. Recycling of
cities, in and of itself, cannot occur until
society recognizes that the unseen and
the in-between exist and have more
value than the ceaseless and speculative
consumption of the periphery by ill-
thought-through real estate paradigms.
The recycled city that privileges the

forgotten and the left behind reiects the
grand gesture that requires displacement
of homes or natural features or demands
total destruction of present built envi-
ronments or social patterns. Instead,
recycling favors the incremental gesture,
gradual infill, and making do with exist-
ing conditions.

THn Frtxrsrt ClrY
Recycling based upon the revitalization
of that which exists depends to a greater

extent on the infusion of new situations
which have clearly understood physical
intentionality than on the development
of privatized physical forms into which
programs are stuffed. Thus the city
increasingly is made attractive by nur-
turing the situationally ephemeral and

the physically transitory. Acknowledg-
ing the situational, which is not legiti-
mized by real estate paradigms, as hav-
ing an equal place-generating potential
in the making of cities emphasizes the
programmatic as initiator of a flexible
urban environment. Situational places-
whether cobbled-together back yard
structures, day labor zones, festivals,
farmer's markets, or swaP meets-all
become opportunities for designing the
flexible city.

Often the architecture and form of
situational places is as simple as the
planting of a tree, the careful placement

of a bench, or the hanging of an awn-
ing. Cities ought to have publicly avail-
able warehouses of temporary fittings,
tools, and trucks (along with urban
cadets) to quickly mark, define, and
nurture the transitory and ephemeral
activities of its citizens. The situational
ciry is able to nurture sub-cultural ac-

tivities, popular movements, and fash-
ion. At the same time the active linking
of transitory places through communi-
cations and mobility assures new levels

of access and opportunity for a broader
cross section of the city's population. A
city where the ephemeral is recognized
will naturally be more flexible than a
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city that relies on the making of monu-
ments which symbolically represent the
small empowered public even as the
broadest public carries on life else-
where. In the flexible ciry, as ofren as
not, the city comes to the people as
opposed to the people coming to the
crty.

Srruerrouer JuxrAposrrroN
If the good city is marked by its sup-
port of sub-cultural productions and
flexible forms, it must continuouslv
juxtapose unlike situations. In the
modern city, the public realm exists
within the frisson created by opposires
coming togerher. The modern city is
marked by its specialization of land
uses and programs whether it be singu-
lar financial centers, separated manu--
facturing zones, or bounded residential
enclaves and the consequent fracturing
of interest groups into competing pub-'
lics. Each resulting group prioritrzes the
immediate benefits of separareness.
Situational juxtaposition fuses .unlikes,
as a means of stimulating evolution of
individual discourses and growth of
new public entities and spaces. The
overcoming of separateness through
purposeful situational juxtaposition
ultimately forces the cultural and
physical evolution of the modern en-
clave city inro a more just form of
space. Much of this urban operarion
will evolve based upon the commin-
Sl_ing of private activiries and pafterns
of daily life directly within the surface
veneer of places that today accommo-
date spectacular consumption or estab-
lish public discourse for only one
group. Official public places such as
parks, schools, city halls, and police
stations are injected with the programs
of everyday life such as auro ,.prir,
convenience shopping, going to church,
and physical recreation. Meanwhile,
previously private enclaves such as the
single family house which have been
passively cast in the harsh light of pub-

lic spectacle become interactive destina-
tions of debate and discourse.

Cour'roN Natunr
Linking both the conceptual and physi-
cal framework of the ciry must be a'
common nature. Common nature is the
recognition that the natural world and
cycles are present in every act of urban
making, even when that act obscures the
balance of nature. Common narure is
the creation of a mutual ecology in the
act of building the city. The practice of
a mutually developed ecology is as a
matter of course supporrive of the fur-
ther recycling of the city's privileged in-
berween.

TnE Nennerrvp Crry
The contemporary city is defined by the
ability of each individual and each
group to construct their own city story
with its own destinations, its own net-
works, and it own flux. In essence, the
narrative city is the meta-dimension that
links the complex whole of the city and
allows each of us as individuals to cre-
ate order and see beaury within a simul-
taneous landscape. The city becomes an
ever-shifting narrarive that, while indi-
vidually established, constantly comes
inro conract with the multitudinous
voices, groups, and situations of the city
that in and of themselves are constantly
defining their own urban place. \fhile
the narrative city absorbs the official
public and private forms of the planned
metropolis, it also dwells within the
privileged unseen and constantly
emerges in places and in forms that are
unexpected. Coincident with the physi-
cal and communicative networks;f the
city, the activity of each of us-defining
our own city and using it as a reference
point to describe our differences-con-
stitutes a new public realm: it is marked
by physical places and inscribed within
natural topos that contradict the unitary
and essential physical form which has
defined the city through history.
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V. Suuuenv

These contingent definitions of key

aspects of the emerging city defy utopic
sensibilities; they are grounded in the

close observation of the daily social

and physical situations of present

urbanisms. The insistence uPon an

ethics of city ecology and urban recy-

cling in every act of city making reiects

growth paradigms that clothe them-
selves in traditional forms as a means

of obscuring land development policies
which privilege only a narrow segment

of the city's publics. At the same time,
acceptance of everyday situations and

the privileging of the unseen makes

sense out of the sometimes disturbing
cacophony of the modern North
Ameiican city: this city is both a sign of
everyday neglect and a symbol of the

emerging practices of competing pub-
lics that traditionally have not had the

means to express themselves. As mod-
ern technologies allow for the continu-
ous establishment of simultaneous
discourses, attempts to control the

complexity of these public expressions

through traditional urban design poli-
cies that emphasize a singular relation-
ship between form and policy can only
meet with failure.

The architecture and form of
yesterday's city was based upon the

autonomy of a single public and the

ability of that public to express endur-
ance through physical form' \7hile
thousands of years of accrued citY

building suggest a complexity, richness,

and freedom that we admire in older
cities, in any given life span the making
of the architecture of the traditional
city tends to oppress those other pub-
lics that are the subiect of change de-

fined from above. The good city quest

now is to compress the accumulations
of time into a city-building moment
that takes advantage of the full spec-

trum of everyday situations such that
each of us can experience the freedom

that results from the pleasure of the

urban. The world of stone which
projects universal truths through singu-

lar city forms is ruptured' Architects can

choose to be overwhelmed by the com-
plexity of the visual chaos of the mod-
irn city and reiect its discontinuities and

fragmentations for simplifying urban
homilies, or we can embrace the physi-
cal ordinariness of everyday life and

envision the physical potential for fram-
ing the activities of simultaneous pub-
lics-as the first gleanings towards the

design of the good and democratic city.
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Press, 1993), 73-98.

5. Krier, Albert SPeer,228.
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Technique in a Poetic Acr:
The Making of Architecure
Marc Angdlil

Technique within the field of architec-
ture is commonly referred to in two
different meanings of the term. The first
identifies technique as the ability with
which the architect, builder, crafrsman,
or maker employs the skills of his par-
ticular art. The second meaning of the
term is considered as the body of spe-
cialized procedures and methods used
within the field of architectural produc-
tion. The former definition is direct and
active, engaging the maker with his
means of production. The latter is dis-
tanced and general, assuming a certain
objectiviry for the systemarization of the
field. Architectural production requires
the specific technical skills for the art of
building consrruction as well as necessi-
tating a general framework for a struc-
tured field of knowledge determined by
the science of building technology....

With the gradual development of
modern science, human thought and
action became increasingly dominated
by rational constructs. In iuxtaposirion
to such an undersranding, Giambattista
Vico, at the beginning of the eighteenth
century, spoke up for the primordial
knowledge rhat stemmed not from rea-
son but from imagination....Western
philosophical thought was dominated
by reason with thought processes
grounded on the idea of reason coming
to terms with the concreteness of expe-
rience as perceived. Vico broke with
that radition and proposed for science
the reconciliation between rational
structure and mythical sphere which lies
in. human imagination. Vico assigned
what he called fantasia to the imagina-
tion which played a primary role in the

act of making wherein the meaning of
things is created through poetic
thought.l Imagination, according to
Vico, is the power of understanding
something from the inner perspective of
its existence and is inherent within the
poetic act which holds human thought
and action together. Technique in this
sense was considered to unify the poetic
componenr of mystical thought with the
structure of rational thought embody-
ing, therefore, the rational-irrational
moment within making....

Vico's conception of the imagina-
tion was centered on poetic thought
through which image and rational idea
are understood. Memory has an impor-
tant role in Vico's propositions; it is the
means by which to recall original
thought and to revoke the fantastic
creations of mythical thought. Those
constitute the base of imaginative uni-
versals, of fantasia as a way of thinking
and acting. Vico's ideas generated philo-
sophical understanding from the image
rather than from rational categorizati,on.
Memory and imagination were consid-
ered powers providing man with an
inner perspective. I7ithin the develop-
ment of modern science, memory and
imagination, according to Vico, permit-
ted man to overcome the externilitv of
the world and to enter rhe original im-
mediacy of the human mind.

The concept of modern science,
viewed from such a vantage point, of-
fered the possibility for reconsidering
the spiritual and symbolic aspect of
technique in order to incorporate the
notion of the irrational and mvthical
moment of human understanding.
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Man's faculty to create and produce
within Vichian philosophy originates
from his ability to recall the metaphors
of his imagination. Historically those
were rooted in fables, myths, and fan-
tastic creations of the mind. Vico saw a

primary base of educational value in
imagination and memory. He argued
that an early training in logic was un-
natural; instead education must address

the sensibilities, feelings, metaphors,
and memories upon which human cul-
ture was founded. Reason could then
develop on the foundations of imagina-
tion, allowing a fruitful interaction
between mythical sphere and rational
structure. Vico believed that conceptual
reasoning as understood in modern
science could only develop on the foun-
dations of imaginative thought.
Descartes's philosophy, for instance,
required at base to be founded on
imagination. In Vico's view the ingenu-
ity Descartes sought...presupposed the
ingenuity of the mind trained in meta-
phor to produce the grounds on which
such a conceptual process could take
place.

Modern science failed to maintain
its bonds to the origins of imaginative
thought; it became purely conceptual.
Similar was the development of technol-
ogy; the emphasis on rationality in sci-

entific thought became the primary
characteristic for technical understand-
ing. Rationality, best exemplified in
systematization, division of labor, cre-

ation of standards, and Production
norms, led to the reduction of method
to its logical dimension alone, excluding
spontaneity, creativity, and imagination.
Every intervention of technique became

in effect a reduction of facts and prin-
ciples to the schema of logic. Techno-
logical order in the modern era, follow-
ing the premises set by the Cartesian
model of mind, was functionalized,
reduced to efficient procedures, and

totally devoid of poetic meaning.
Descartes's method was taken as a pre-

scription for a step-by-step organization
of thought and action.

The development of contemporary
life can be thought of as constituting the
progressive transformation of
Descartes's...formula for thought into a

formula for the organization of action.
Such a characteristic of contemporary
society is marked by the ever expanding
application of the principle which

Jacques Ellul in his book The Techno'
logical Society identifies as "efficient
ordering."2 It is widely felt today that
the process of technological ordering, as

with the technique of production in
architecture, does not address the ques-

tion of meaning. Rather it seems that all
aspects of life are increasingly turned
into procedures. Through a process of
selection of most efficient means, tech-
nique becomes the guiding factor in
determining every aspect of life; all
human activity is ordered into patterns
and step-by-step processes. $7ith every

new structuring of technical means

there occurs a heightened sense of im-
provement and a widening sense of
further applications. Herein lies the
implied meaning of contemporary tech-

nical production.
Technology must re-address the

imaginative content of creative produc-
tion. Within architecture the act of
making should go beyond the under-
standing of building as a purely opera-
tional necessity by which to satisfy func-
tional requirements. The process of
making should open for the production
of architecture the creative and imagina-
tive possibilities of the technical means

involved in building construction. This
reorientation is not to be based on a

nostalgic recreation of past techniques
but instead must address the poetic
structure of contemporary building
methods. These are to be exploited in
their own terms, that is by understand-
ing the qualities inherent within the

techniques which are invested in the act

of making. The maker must begin mod-
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estly with actions which he understands;
what he makes musr be intelligible to
him. He requires knowledge of tech-
nique in order to conceive of all possi-
bilities integral to his means of produc-
tion. \Tithin the understandings of the
instruments, methods, and processes of
technical undertaking lies the source of
poetic meaning. It is our task to dis-
cover the poetic component of technical
matters in order to conceive of a mean-
ingful architecture. The srructure of
conceptual reasoning, which determines
contemporary technology, is not to be
rejected, but needs to be exposed to
imaginative thought. Since imagination
constitutes the power to understand
things from the inner perspective of
their existence, it has the potential to
disclose the poetic momenr inherent
within things and their process of com-
ing to being. Imagination reveals rhe
spiritual and symbolic aspects of tech-
nique in a poetic act, that of making.

Nores

1. Giambattista Yico,The Neta Science of
Giambattista Vrco, rranslation by Thomas
Goddard Bergin and Max Harold Fisch (lthaca:
New York: Cornell Universiry Press, 1984.

2. Jacques EIIul, The Tecbnological Society
(New York: Vintage Books, 19d4).

Excerpted from "Tecbnique and tbe
Metapbysics of Science: The Rational-
Irrational Element of Science-Tecbnol-
ogy witbin tbe Making of Architecture,"
The Harvard Architectural Review 7
(1989):62-75.
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When I look at tbe world,
there are no bowndaries...
Coaxing Old Orthodoxies into
Revealing New Complexities

Robert lrwin

Robert lruin's repertoire of prouocatiue
projects-buib and unbuib-for out-
door sites and gardens continues to
expand tbe frame of reference tr.'itbin
whicb be exPlores ideas that can be

traced back to his early paintings. But it
is the specific nature of each site, of the

natural topography and the urban or
architectural cbaracter of the place, that
underwrites the designs for works lihe
Tilted Planes for Tbe Oual Mall, Ohio
State lLniuersity at Colwmbus (proposed
in 1978), Portal Park Slice for the John
W. Carpenter Park in Dallas (1980),
Filigreed Line for the camPws of
Wellesley College in Massachusetts
(1980), Two Running Violet V Forms

for tbe Stuart Collection at Uniuersity
of California, San Diego (1983), Nine
Spaces, Nine Trees for tbe Public Safety

Building Plaza in Seattle (1983), the
proposed Arts Enrichment Master Plan

for tbe Miami lnternational Airport
(1986), the proposal for Three Proiect
Sigh t Lines (F allingruater, Millrun,
Pennsyluania, 1988), tbe Sentinel Plaza

for tbe Pasadena Police Department
(1990), and All6e the unrealized project

for a gateruay to Albertuille for the 1992
W inter O lymp ics (Rb one- Alp s, France,
1990). The task of creating open places

for arcbitectural or urban spaces has

occasionally taken lrwin into the realm
of collaborations utitb architects. At the
momen4 he is finalizing the plans for
his Soutb Roundabout in the ambit of

Las Vegas, a work destined to redirect
the traueler's focus at the same time
that it channels traffic. And, tbere is

also tbe ongoing proiect for the gardens

of the new Getty Center in Brentwood.
Here, tbe artist talks about some of the
principles at uorh in bis designs for
site-generated works, and reflects on the

bistorical traiectory of his aestbetic
inuestigations.

When approaching projects that are

intrinsically related to built spaces-like
a garden confronted by the clear and

demanding geometries of Richard
Meier's architecture for the Getty Cen-

ter-and in pursuit of a conditional art,
I look for a connection between the

architectural geometries and the myriad
simple and complex geometries found
in nature-like the evolving bud of a

flower, or the multiplicity of leaf forms.
I have tried to develop those geometries

into the large and small forms of the
garden. Geometries compounded bY

repetition become patterns, and in turn,
patterns are repeated until they become
the rich textures of a layered garden

experience.
In this particular case, where the

space of the garden had in effect made
no real decisions about its becoming, a

space left over, where the built space

left off, it is important-if the garden is

to have the significance assigned to it-
that it make some decisions on a scale
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that would provide it with a clear sense
of place. Probably rhe most important
move I made was to recapture the lower
slope as an active part of the garden,
giving the garden enough scale to ac-
complish its mission. I redefined the
space, turning it back into the canyon it
had been, developing the original geom-
etries of the fault line, and incorporat-
ing the required water element as the
stream defining that line. To this I
added a corresponding stand of trees of
a significant scale. Another idea I em-
ployed to weave the parts together was
to develop a clipped geometry for the
crowns of the trees on the outside,
where the stand of trees interacts with
the architecture, while on the inside
leaving the natural complexity and the
richness of the plants and trees-setting
up a counterpoint between the more
controlled geometries and the more
organic integrated forms where the
plant material can take over and weave
its own kind of magic.

To accomplish this, I am now
spending a good deal of time doing my
homework, to find the kinds of trees
and plant material that will lend them-
selves to achieving such effects. A visu-
alization of this kind requires a rremen-
dous amount of care and maintenance
in order to susrain its complexity. It also
requires a considerable sensitivity on the
part of the gardeners-sensitivity to the
plant material as well as rhe imagery
they generate and the original intention.
This garden is a special gift of the Getty
Trust, a thing rare in the world today,
something carefully considered over a
long period of time. It's a gift I hope I
can take full advantage of.

Years ago I visited a Zen monastery
in Kyoto, and saw a garden that struck
me as the ultimate thing you could as-
pire to do with plants. It was a wall of
plants about 30 feet high and about 150
feet long, I don't know how many
plants, or how many kinds of plants,
but they have, over time, grown to-

gether, carefully woven together into a
single densely rextured and highly varie-
gated tapestry of plants. It struck me
that this is just about as far as you can
take the idea of a conrinuiry of time. It
was simply staggering in its effect.

Now, when I look back over all the
time I spent with increasing reductions
in my paintings, I realize that much of it
was simply me 'growing up'. \7hen I
first began to realize that there were
many arbitrary things in my paintings,
I made the simple parallel observation
that all those arbitrary things are there
because I'm arbitrary. So I began im-
posing on myself certain kinds of disci-
plines that slowly clarified things. At
about that time, I made another very
simple obseruatio.r, in the field of a
painting, everyrhing by irs very presence
demands a certain amount of attention.
Therefore every single element has to
really contribure, or by its very presence
it takes away from the overall coher-
ence of the painting. And in most of my
paintings-maybe in a lot of people's
paintings-there were too many things
that didn't really contribute.

Just on the basis of that, I went
from being an abstract expressionist to
doing paintings with iust two seemingly
straight lines, and having no central
focus, without knowing where I would
end up. For a while, this reduction was
being read as 'Zen-like'-and in one
sense, it was. But I was about as Zen-
like as a California surfer. Actually, I
wasn't at all sure what the fruition of it
would be. At one point, I thought I was
going down to zero. And where do you
go from there? During all that, the idea
of the reductions made perfect sense. At
the same time, though, I lamented the
loss of all this densiry of richness. But I
didn't have a legitimate way ro get it in.
In other words, one has to have an
understanding of the why and how of
something in order to avoid its becom-
ing mere clutter. It isn't enough to
qualify it romantically, or append it to
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Black Line Volume,Installation 1975-76, Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago.

external truths, or simply to be exPres-

sive, or any of the other rhymes and
reasons that we come uP with.

The thing you learn when you get

down to where you only have one or
two things in a painting is how complex
the visual vocabulary really is. \7hen I
would take students to look at paint-
ings, I'd say "I want you to /ooA; I don't
want you to look at the subiect matter,
or think about whether you like it or
not. I want you to look only at the
edges, at how each thing relates to the
thing that touches it on the canvas."
\flhile in nature, things don't necessarily
touch each other in the physical sense,

though they may come close to touch-
ing, or they may overlap, in a painting,
everything touches everything else.

In any painting, this is a critical
moment, whether two visual elements
lap, overlap, slam together, or come up
and just stand there facing one another.
I'm talking about the actual interactions
on the surface of the canvas. In this
sense, it comes down to the fact that a

painting is made up of many elements,
edges, surface, paint, color, etc., and
when you really control all of those
elements, when all of those elements
really work for you, the painting gains
its proper authority-whatever the so-

called subject. Plus the fact that this
kind of complexity of relations gener-
ates and gives the whole thing an added
sense of t'tysteryi People won't necessar-

ily understand wby it has the power
that it has, but they will feel it.

The first abstract expressionist
paintings I ever saw were in a show out
here in Los Angeles. I had started paint-
ing as an abstractionist, but had never
been to New York, and I eagerly went
to this show that was hung in the mu-
seum-at that time, iust Past where the
dinosaurs were installed. You came past

the dinosaurs, and there were the first
two paintings, one a great big James
Brooks-huge, I think it was twelve feet
by twenty feet-with black shapes and
white shapes, red and green. He had
used the maximum value changes,
maximum hue changes. It also had
scale. Next to it there was another
painting, a little Phillip Guston, you
know, one of those scrumbly kind of
paintings everyone tended to criticize
for being a little too 'French'.

But the amazing thing was that,
standing fifty yards across this room'
that little Phillip Guston blew the
Brooks right off the wall. And I said to
myself, what's happening here? How
does this little painting blow that big
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painting off the wall? By every quantita-
tive measure, the Brooks has to be the
strongesr painting. There was the mys-
tery. And the key to it was, that in the
James Brooks, fwo and two made
four-in the Guston, rwo and two never
made less than five. It had to do with
the fact of what happened in the
changes of surface, what happened
when edges touched, what happened
when colors came together and acted
upon each other. And these things were
continually multiplying. It was never
just 'red and green'; rhere were five, six,
seven, eight energies at play. !7hen you
look at two-plus-two and it makes
twenty, there is one of the mysteries of
life. And that little Guston painting had
it-and I had my first real introduction
to the world of considered relations.

I realized thar one of the problems
with most paintings is that they are
riddled with all kinds of things that are
not resolved or necessary. So that when
you get down to iust two or rhree ele-
ments, and you think it's a very .simple,

painting, if you are really in control of
the thing, those two or three translate
into twenty-five, or fifty, or one hun-
dred. So that somewhere I got-or at
least approached-the idea that every-
thing in the painting had to work, or at
least be addressed; nothing could just be
gratuitous, left in, left out, or left over.

But after gefting to thar point,
I abruptly came ro the problem of the
painting's boundaries. AII of the sudden
I realized, that's not how we see the
world. 'We don't see rhe world with
boundaries like that. This pictorial real-
ity is a highly stylized learned logic. It
works, we do see and organize the
world in this way. This is no argumenr
against it per se. But I had to ask my-
self, how do we so rationalize ."..yi.rg
on the bulk of all our dialogues from 

-

this single point of view, as if this were
reality. when in fact, in many ways it
lacks the fundamental credibility of a
reality. Because when I look at the

world, there are no such boundaries. It
is a seamless envelope. This thought
c_aused me to try to paint a painting that
doesn't begin and end with such a iimit-
ing logic.

If this idea of a painting confined
inside its own boundaries is a highly
stylized learned logic, I asked myself,
how do I continue? So I broke the
frame-which ran me aground of some-
thing I hadn't thought about, because
on one level, it made perfect sense, and
the trajectory of modern art was defi-
nitely going that way. Once I broke the
frame, I realized that in doing so, I had
also broken the time-honored basic
agreement that determines how we
presently carry on all of our dialogues.
The minute you transgress that agiee-
ment, once you step outside it, it be-
comes such a gross 'either/or' proposi-
tion that everything has to be taken as
'in' or 'out'. The beauty of such a time-
honored proposition is that anyone
truly conversant with the history of
painting can recognize and value even
the slightest of changes. You have here
a marvelous context for the most intri-
cate and subtle kinds of readings. But
when you break out of this agreed-upon
mode, suddenly the one critical qtr..iion
is how exactly are we to understand
'things' in this extended realm?

In a sense, that's still the biggest
problem for art right now, and certainly
for anything I'm doing. It boils down to
the question, if we are to seriously ex-
tend this reality, on what grounds do
we go about making all of those critical
determinations that are absolutely nec-
essary to deciding what it is, what does
it do, what does it mean, whether we
like it, don't like it, and so on? Determi-
nations like those become very, very
difficult. Since all information is conrex-
tually bound, and all understanding is
understanding within an active frame of
reference, the key question is what
would be the operative frame of refer-
ence for such an extended art? To sup-
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ply this operative frame of reference is

the one critical task of my generation.
The thing I noticed when I first

broke the frame was the sbadow, which
seems like a lact of life on one level. But
on another level, it doesn't exist. This
shadow stands as the perfect example of
how to move from the quantitative to
the qualitative realm. On a quantitative
level, the shadow has no existence-it
can't be weighed; it can't be measured;
you change the light and it's gone. So,

basically, from the quantitative point of
view, it has no purpose, no function, no
meaning: it's a quantitative zero. How-
ever, from a perceptual point of view,
you can't see without it. The shadow
and all its nuances are critical to how
we see and make up the world. I love
that proposition. On the one hand, it is

essentially meaningless; while on the

other side, it is absolutely critical. For
me, this is where I first met head-on the

realm of the phenomenal, and, without
getting into it at length, I see in it the

reason for the emergence of the mani-
fold complexities of modern thought. So

I began to try to address what was go-

ing on in that area immediately around
my object. And, like following a single
philosophic thread, it became its oppo-
site. 

.lfhen 
you get all the way down to

where you've reduced it-in terms of
the quantitative-to zero, it suddenly
turns around and the rationale becomes

very obvious: the emergence of the
qualitative.

Now in the qualitative realm, if I
fill my object with content' the more
content, the more meaningful it be-

comes, the more it is transcendent. That
is, I can take my obiect from my studio
to, say, a gallery in New York or
Europe, and nothing of any conse-
quence really changes. This invested
meaning, in the classical sense, in effect

carries my object in the vacuum of its
transcendent meaningfulness. In paint-
ing, by the act of framing, you in effect

edit everything else out as meaningless.

This one image of content rises out of
its surrounding milieu, and it does so

because of its invested meaningfulness.
And all those things around it become,
by degrees, meaningless. That's what
separates it from worldly phenomena.

Even to another culture, nothing is
lost, since this meaning-this essence-
everyone, of course, is able to under-
stand. This essence is the same thing
always, to all people, everywhere. It's a

marvelous idea. And if you take that
idea and push it all the way, you have

the notion of art as timeless-which is a

very pretty idea.
But if you look at the historY of

modern art, what you see is a history of
art pouring this kind of meaning out of
its objects and paintings. And once they
had emptied it all the way down to the

unadorned obiect, as obiect, then sud-

denly, this obiect-if you play the game

for a moment-this obiect has no mean-

ing, and you realize that without this
abstract invested meaning, the obiect
becomes purely contextual, Now when
I move it from here to there, in each

new case it enters into an entirely differ-
ent realm. In this sense, each new cir-
cumstance constitutes a unique context.
Here in the world of conditioned rela-

tions, each new set of terms requires a

new response. There is, of course, an

infinite number of potential responses.

It is in this sense that I have aP-

proached the project for the Getty gar-
d..rt 

"t 
a deeply contextually-bound set

of circumstances. The architecture and

the site, the various 'missions' of the

Getty Trust, and the highly diverse
populations who will use the site act-
all these act together to create a context
for the garden to become what it can

be. In this particular case' the context
becomes very demanding, and the gar-

den resonates with that. For this garden

will have a very special kind of audi-
ence-one with the collective ability to
appreciate and engage in a long-term
dialogue.
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etcetera

E(|t9ra begins with "Angels in the Architecture," an excerpt from a longer w ork Angek in the Architecture
which was drawn and written by Marvin J. Malecha as a leiter to his darighter Miche'ile, t9q3.
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Keeping History rX/hole: Converting
the Presidio of San Francisco

Nora Klebow, AIA
AIA/SF Presidio Task Force
Architects, Designers, and Planners for
Social Responsibility, North ern California

In a report dated December 1993, AIA
San Francisco endorsed in concept Al-
ternative A of the Draft Enuironmental
lmpact Staternent of the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area's fGGNRA,)
Draft Plan for the Presidio of San

Francisco ("Draft Plan" ), while pointing
out the need for the Draft Plan to recon-

sider key planning elements.
The AIA San Francisco report,

titled A Response to the GGNRA Draft
Management Plan Amendment for the

Presidio of San Franclsco ("Response"),
was produced by AIA/SF Presidio Task
Force in cooperation with Architects,
Designers and Planners for Social
Responsibility (ADPSR), Northern
California Chapter. Key findings of
the AIA/SF Response include:

IupLgvrlreloN STRATEGY

The Public Benefit Corporation pro-
posed by the National Park Service
(NPS) is vital to the success of the
Presidio conversion as it has the poten-
tial to be a highly effective vehicle to
execute private sector leasing and fi-
nancing and secure income streams
from anchor tenants. Congressional
legislation to establish the corporation
should be activated in the shortest pos-

sible time. However, AIA/SF recom-
mends that an interim implementing
group be established immediately and

be given the authority to negotiate
leases well in advance of Congressional
action to create the Public Benefit
Corporation.

KErprNc rnr Hrsromc Bouxoenrr's Ixrecr
AIA/SF maintains that the Presidio's
historic boundaries must be maintained,
and that the lands known as the Public
Health Service Hospital be included in
the Park's boundaries. Subdivision of
the land currently included in the

boundaries of the Presidio would have a

severe negative impact on the Historic
Landmark District and deprive the Na-
tional Park Service of substantial rev-

enues necessary for the operation of the
park.

Hrsronlc PnpspnveuoN
The National Park Service has recom-
mended keeping and rehabilitating vir-
tually all historic structures at the

Presidio, which the Response deems a

costly and unnecessarily strict policy
that will have a severe impact on capital
improvement and operating budgets in
the years to come. Retention of all his-

toric structures may impose an unrea-
sonable requirement for reuse of build-
ings without sufficient significance in
lieu of more appropriate new structures
better suited to the park's new activities
A better decision-making and planning
tool is needed that takes into consider-
ation the relative importance, historic
integrity, and contributions to the his-
toric district.

RtcousrnucrlNc DoYrn Dnwr
Doyle Drive planning and reconstruc-
tion is critical to the future of the
Presidio and the Bay Area. Visionary
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Drrnqnqc Penx Usns
Two separate park uses are outlined in
the plan: one, a "sustainable community
contributing to the solution of global
challenges" and, two, a "traditional
park providing education, recrearion
and a natural reffeat for the urban
area." Rarher than distinguish between
these two uses, the park should be con-
sidered as a whole and means should be
found of physically connecting those
areas.

Per-acr or Fnw Arrs
The Palace of Fine Arts is an extraordi-
nary structure and its importance to the
Presidio cannot be overstated. yet nei-
ther it nor the Exploratorium-a natu-
ral, potential "Park Partner,-are ad-
equately addressed in the Draft plan
(presumably because they lie outside the
current boundaries of the Park). Their
proximity to the Park, in particular the
Letterman Complex and a rebuilt Doyle
Drive, requires careful and generous
consideration.

studies done by landscape architect
Michael Painrer, and endorsed by the
Doyle Drive Task Force, should be
considered the guiding concepts in plan-
ning for the future of the roadway ind
the Presidio's new main entrance.

Cnrssy Flelo
This area has the potential to be one of
the greatest meetings of land and warer
in the world, yet the Draft plan assigns
overflow and large event parking for
Cnssy Field. AIA/SF urges rhar Crissy
Field be returned to its natural .t"t. io.
active recreational use and open space,
and. suggests that the easrern edge-of the
park be configured for large event park-
ing and connecting shuttle service.

HousrNc
The Draft Plan calls for accommodating
38 percent of park employees and park
partner program parricipanrs within the

Presidio's boundaries. AIA/SF urges that
the National Park Service make a good
faith effort to meet the city of San
Francisco's goals of housing 50 percent
of the Park's housing demand to avoid
straining the already limited housing
supply in the city.

Susr.trNeers DrsrcN
Even more provisions for sustainable
design should be given as a project goal,
with specific, quantifiable standards
guiding all tenants in their remodeling
efforts. Natural, renewable, indigenous,
sustainable, nontoxic, recycled or recy-
clable building marerials should be
strongly encouraged or required in
RFPs; use of toxins should be avoided;
and sharing and pooling resources
should be encouraged.

TneNsrr
New and improved transit options will
be necessary to relieve the stiess caused
by the increased number of park visi-
tors. AIA/SF recommends developing a
transit plan that serves tenants, resi-
dents, and visitors, and includes provi-
sions for the exrension of the MUNI F-
line along the waterfronr and Marina
Boulevard and permanent extensions of
other lines currently serving the
Presidio.
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'Water Story

Stephen Callis

After traueling about a league and
a half through a pass between lotu
hills, we entered a uery sPacious
ualley, taell grown utith cotton-
woods and alders, among which
ran a beautiful riuer....Toward the
north-nortbeast tbere is anotber
riuer bed which forms a sPacious
water-course, but we found it dry.
Tbis bed unites uith that of tbe
riuer, giuing a clear indication of
great floods in tbe rainy season..'.
We hahed not uery far from tbe
riuer, wbicb we named Porciincula.

Iuan Crespi
Portol6 expedition, 1769

How can the L.A. River be read? What
can be made of the concrete canyon that
runs through Los Angeles?

As water stories 8o, the story of the

Los Angeles River is a pretty dry one.
At least most of the time. However, like
most rivers, the L.A. River is prone to
occasional flooding. Unlike most, the

L.A. River at peak flood can carry as

much as a thousand times more water
than normally flows during the dry

Terminus of the Los Angeles Aqueduct.

season. Consequently, the design of the

river is a response to these demands,
albeit within the narrow confines of the

economics and politics of land develop-
ment in Los Angeles. This relationship
between flood control and land use has

had, and continues to have, a profound
effect on how the city and the river
coexist.

If nothing else, the history of Los

Angeles is a study in economic growth'
'$7ater was brought here to ensure con-
tinued growth, first to make a semi-

desert into productive farm land, then
for a thirsty and growing city' \Thereas

the importation of water has been a

necessary ingredient in this growth pro-
cess, the control of flood waters has

seldom been regarded as a significant
factor. In fact, flood control has been

crucial to protecting already developed
property and to allowing the real estate

industry to flourish. Like many infra-
structural improvements, flood control
is too big a iob to be left to private en-

terprise. After all, public safety is at

stake. In 1914, following severe flood-
ing and iust one year after the city had

secured an outside water supply (the

L.A. River had been the city's primary
source of water until the L.A. Aqueduct
was completed in 1913), the CountY
passed its first flood control act. In the

1930s the federal government, through
the Army Corps of Engineers, helPed

ensure that the relationship between
flood control and private real estate

flourished, in effect amounting ro an

incentive and subsidy for tremendous
growth.

If the landscape can be viewed as a

reflection of the economic model on
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Above, Spring Street Bridge. Below, from natural to lined channel, Dayton Creek.
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Above, fountain grass along the banks of the Rio de Porcitncula. Below, gulls in Vernon.
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which our sociery has based irself, then
what the L.A. River looks like is as
much a result of the priorities of growth
and real estate over habitat as it is a
result of functionalist design. It would
be interesting to imagine what the city
and the river might have looked like if
our priorities had been reversed.

The irony of flood control is that it
allows more developmenr. More devel-
opment means worse floods because
paved land doesn't absorb water as
unpaved, vegetated land will. The L.A.
River was designed in 1939 and built
through the 1940s to handle a 100 year
flood. Now, in some areas due to in-
creased run off, the river can barely
handle a 25 year event.

If the L.A. River is the backbone of
the city's flood control system, storm
drains are the rest of the skeleton. Situ-
ated underground, storm drains usually

Flood control provides many real estate
opportunities.

Above, Glendale Blvd. lies at the bottom of a
natural flood plain. Below, underneath lies Storm
Drain #59.

Above, Glendale Narrows. Below, Edison and .the

control of nature'.
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Hansen Dam Golf Course.

run parallel or underneath natural
waterways, allowing development in
what was once a natural flood plain.

When an area is set aside for flood
control, future development is limited
to minimize property damage in the
event of a flood. Consequently, flood
control areas naturally provide ideal
settings for many types of recreation.
However, the sanctioned recreational
development, on the whole, is not re-

Where the Old West meet the new,

sponsive to the needs of working class

and urban youth.
Los Angeles County is responsible

for maintenance of flood control dams
and debris basins. The politics of aus-

terity are realized in many different
ways. Money is scarce, and, ironically,
as the number of jobs and recreational
opportunities decrease, youth caught in
the criminal justice system are used as

cheap labor to clear the flood path.

Juvenile offenders clearing brush, Nichols Canyon Debris Basin.
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Water treatment tanks.

At the Donald C. Tillman water
reclamation (sewage rreatment) plant
in Van Nuys, the distinction between
nature and artifice becomes muddled.'S7ater originating in the Owens Valley
travels by aqueduct to the San
Fernando Valley where sewage warer is
flushed, reclaimed, used to fertilize and
water a Japanese garden, and uncer-
emoniously dumped into the L.A.
River.

Los Angeles, having sold itself on
the beauty of its physical attributes, has
done little to preserve them. In the 225
years between the Portol6 expedition
and the presenr lies a history of the
river, not exactly a road paved with
gold, but a river paved with concrere.

Waterfall in a semi-desert.

It's an ugly system, but it works.
Jon Sweeten

Army Corps of Engineers, 1990

t
r

Mouth of the Los Angeles River, Long Beach.
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Letters

Dear AIA, California Council,
On behalf of the Director of the

Governor's Office of Emergency Services

and myself I wish to express my sincere

gratitude to you and all of your mem-

bers who assisted in the safety assess-

ment process for the Northridge Earth-
quake. Your professionalism, dedica-
tion, and patience were greatly appreci-
ated by all.

This was the event that the Plan was

written for, and when the chips were

down all five organizations [Structural
Engineers Association of California
(SEAOC), American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE), American lnstitute of
Architects (AIA), American Construc-
tion Inspectors Association (ACIA), and

California Building Officials (CALBO)l
responded rapidly to fill the requests.
Early in the response it became apparent
that we would not be able to call on the

organizations for all the resources
needed. It was at this time that we called
upon the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
They also responded in a timely fashion
with 180 engineers. til7e processed
through the Oak Grove Base CamP
approximately 500 volunteers from the
five organizations plus 180 from the

Corps. A very successful response....In
the two weeks after the earthquake, a

total of 58,361 inspections have been

performed.
Again, thank you for your timelY

response, and because of your efforts,
we have a program second to none in
the country. The program works and
will continue to work when the need

arises.
Richard A. Ranous

Post-Disaster SafetY Assessment
Coordinator

Governor's Office of Emergency Services Raphael Soriano, architect. Photo, Julius Shulman.

Dear Editor,
I am writing to respect the far-

sighted vision of my architect, Raphael

Soriano. He died a few years ago, leav-

ing a heritage of homes designed using

steel framing. My house, a Cultural
Heritage Monument, has experienced all
the earthquakes during our 44 years of
occupancy and has not suffered even the

minutest crack, never even lost a single
plate. The house is composed of a steel

frame and large glass walls, some ex-

tending 30 feet by a 10 foot height!
I attribute the above stabiliry to the

steel framing of the structure. For those

who are hoping to reconstruct destroyed
or badly damaged homes, I would like
to suggest the consideration of steel

framing. In addition to its security, the

framing can be constructed in a fraction
of the time required for an orthodox
wood structure.

Soriano spent a life time in dedica-

tion to the principles of sound construc-
tion; they are now worthy of renewed

consideration! \7ith hopes for a secure

future for those helpless victims of
Nature's violence. !7e are all involved.

Julius Shulman
Los Angeles
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Dear Editor,
As the great Yogi Berra said, ,.Ir's

Deja-vu, all over agairr." The enclosed
cartoon ran in the Long Beacb press

Telegram in 1933' 
Manny perez, AIA

Long Beach

Dear Editor,
I read in the November 1993 issue

Barton Anderson's article on the nature
of inquiry in the design of commercial
architecture with mounting irritation
and frustration. Though tempered with
some doubt in his conclusion, he seems
to suggest that architects could and
should be a part of selling rhe merchants
goods. Does he believe that the price
Club could gain something from better
design? The retail scene in America
shows that many beautifully designed
shopping places are retail failureiand
even more poorly designed shopping
areas are enormous successes. Architec-
ture can hurt, but it can't rescue the
merchant. Mr. Anderson might ask
himself exactly what roles are played in
retail design by the architec, rhe leasing
agent, the owner, and the retail salesper-
son. The architect cannot possibly be the
orchestrator of what they all do or how
they do it, and each has a role to play.

Further, it should be self evident
that no innovative retailer can stand
still in their success or rhey will be cop-
ied and less competitive. If the modern
retailer must keep changing, architec-
ture, which is relatively permanenr,
would seem a poor vehicle for effecting
constanr change. Certainly architecture
can provide a better background for the
retailer to change within. However, it is
the shopping experience that the shop-
per registers and remembers, and if it is
pleasurable they come back.

Mr. Anderson made much of the
methods of modifying the consumers'
behavior, as if our design could make a
$1000.00 suit seem less extravagant
and more necessary or increase our
need of a coffee break. The best we can
do is make a nice place for the coffee
stop and give the merchant a prominent
place to display the suit. However, rhe
leasing agent can discourage the coffee
store next to an incense candle shop
whose aromas kill the appeal of coifee.

There is an area where architects
can affect shoppers'behavior that has
nothing to do with "what the shopper
wants." This is a subtle tempting and
urging the shopper into visiting as much
of a retail complex as possible on each
visit. Rather than relating this to
Pavlov's experiments, it is done by
taking advantage of normal human
responses to certain stimuli. Vistas to
something distant attracr. All animals
move instinctively from darker areas
toward light.

The studies of \Tilliam Whyte and
my own film and video observations
bear out the human behavioral re-
sponses to places architects create. If we
observe our own work, we can see how
people move. The design of commercial
places requires a highly collaborative
effort, and we can leave the buying and
selling part to the retailers.

r'.,J?1l,ff',tn#ll
San Francisco
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